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A note from the editors
Welcome to the 2005 issue of The Yalobusha Review. We’re very excited
about this issue and have a few special points of interest to which we’d like to
draw your attention.
The MFA program in Creative Writing has been very fortunate to have
Brad Watson as this year’s writer-in-residence. Brad is author of the short
collection, Last Days of the Dog-Men, and the novel,
Heaven of
Mercury, which was a 2002 National Book Award Finalist. We at The
Yalobusha Review are doubly
to have had Brad not
in our
midst,
also as a contributor to our journal with his very funny short story,
“Are You Mr. Lonelee?” Brad originally wrote this story
he was in
graduate school at the University of Alabama, studying with Barry Hannah.
The story was his first published piece, in Intro 10, but, as he told us “
year the printer went out of business before the run was completed and the
anthology wasn’t properly distributed. Someone at AWP, which sponsored
the series, once
me it was the
volume even they didn’t have in their
archives. So I’ve always wished the story
have a few more readers. It
seems fitting
if the story is going to see daylight again, the light should
come from a magazine edited by graduate students in a writing program
directed by
Hannah.”
Yalobusha Review is thrilled to bring a few
more readers to this story.
Brad was also kind enough to be the final judge in our inaugural Barry
Hannah Fiction Contest. We received a great response in this first year of
what we hope will be an ongoing literary event. This year’s winner is Alex
Taylor, for his story “We Were Men and the Fire Made Us.” We’re honored
to have Alex as our first contest winner.
Anyone who has been to Oxford, Mississippi knows that this is a town
that takes writing seriously, and similarly, Oxford is a town that writers take
seriously. Quite a few of them pass through every year to read their works at
Square Books, for the numerous writing conferences and events, or even just
to soak up the literary atmosphere. This last Fall and Winter, the editors of
The Yalobusha Review decided to take advantage of all the writers passing
through our town by conducting brief interviews with as many of them as we
could. You can see the results in our Passing Interviews section.
For the artwork this year, our Art Editor decided to try something new.
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She gathered a committee of local artists to collaborate on the journal, and as
we accepted stories and poetry for the journal, the art committee selected
certain pieces as inspiration for their own work.
There are two poems in this year’s journal
need special mention. We
sat on Mitchell Metz’s poem, “Diplomat This,” for nearly a year before
finally deciding to run it. The reason for our hesitation was
the poem
itself, which immediately struck us as strange and wild and worthy, but we
were not sure whether we could run the piece without some sort of context
of Mitchell’s poetry. He worked
us for some time to find another piece
we all agreed
complemented “Diplomat This.” We
“One Nation Under Dog” is exactly what we needed. On the flip side of
waiting, we inadvertently sat on
Jenkins’ piece, “False Moon,” for a
year due to a printing error; “False Moon” should have been included in the
2004 issue of The Yalobusha Review. Mark has generously allowed us to run
it this year instead. We’d like to thank both Mitchell Metz and Mark Jenkins
for their patience.
Finally we would like to thank John and Renee Grisham for financial
support; Tom Williams for,
many
things, putting us in touch
Lewis Nordan; Rebecca Latil for her tireless efforts with the nuts and
bolts of production; Farrah Miller for always
through in a pinch and
at a moment’s notice; Joe Urgo and David Galef for
support
and encouragement; and a big thanks to all of the writers who participated in
our passing interviews, everyone who submitted to the journal and the
contest,
of course, to our readers.
Enjoy!
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Fred Ferraris

Touching The Earth
Jesaru Durango hurtles through the brush like a runaway stagecoach.
When the wheels fall off, he tapes himself tight, blows himself up. Whispers
to a cottonwood, “How about a quickie?”
After the trial, Jesaru calms down a little, whips out his Amex card and
feeds it to a coyote with eyes like Earl Bostic. The coyote says, "Thank
sir, may I have another?” All of a sudden a big wind slams the freezer door
shut,
before Jesaru catches a glimpse of Keith Richards’s
face cracking wise in Paul Simon’s ear.
has never much cared for
morality plays. His experience with border guards who trash his euphonium
and close his couplet has left him a bitter cowboy. He resents the way
turn out his pockets and spill his cave art all over the floor. “We have no use
for your senseless productions,” they tell him.
When he protests, I don’t know how to speak your language!” the
border guards laugh and rip off his lips. They force him behind the wheel of
one of their government vehicles, a tricycle built by Red Grooms. It’s a nice
trike with orange tires. The top guard tells him, “If you don’t like the
we
handle the unities, you can just pedal your eclogue right back to
Barnumville.” So he takes to the highway, humming I’m On The Road To
Nowhere,” though for all he knows he could be on the road to Karachi,
because the signs are written in Urdu. may be time, he thinks, to run
down a flag man and force a complication.
Three days
he’s sitting in the Lonesome
Saloon, chatting
with a Ricky Ricardo impersonator by the name of Ricky Ricardo who’s been
making a living on the baby grand making love to an inflatable party doll
named Lucy. I do thees to raise money for the benefit of the Night Soil
Party,” Ricky confides.
Jesaru tells Ricky that life used to be simpler in Barnumville before the
cubist poets took over and confiscated all the harmonicas. “Did I mention,”
he says, “that I was the one who invented the phrase, The sea wind’s
mournful dirge’?”
“I heard
once before,” says Ricky. “Our mutual frien’, The Traveling
Epiphaneer, tol’ me Tout it, just before he got himself choisted on his own
pathetic fallacy.”

► 8
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“So what am I supposed to do?” asks Jesaru. Ricky glances at the
, who once shared a recognition scene
Keith Richards. Just as
Richards is about to answer, a fly bearing Paul Simon’s head lands in Jesaru’s
ear.
Simon says, “Wake up.”
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Mark Jenkins

False Moon
Turning over in my bed, a grill,
I look up to see burning rays;
through closed blinds they grid my face
squeezing between bent slats,
enough to let this sphere
prod me awake.

Usually it’s nothing
I
think of,
my mind,
a V-6, turns over anyway,
revving something, something, something,
Did I lock my front door?
A student’s head is down on a desk.
A girl smiled at me on the sidewalk.
Past, present, tomorrow, I have yet
to find the right cord to sever.
Tungsten
swim over
stacks of unbuilt houses:
sorted wood, plaster, fiberglass.
Walking past
I think of them gone,
of empty lots, a familiar night,
and
knowing how
to put it all together.

Il ■
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Brad Watson

Are You Mr. Lonelee?
I thought I heard a woman sneaking up on me in the grass. This is the
predatory season for women, when men lie pale and naked in their yards like
dazed birds. I let my head drop casually over the side of the lawn chair, open
one eye, look. No woman. It could have been the birds.
You never know what will come up from behind, I say. I take a shot from
my flask and shift in the lawn chair. Even the mailman, crossing the yard to
the neighbor’s house, can make me jump and stare.
Two days ago this woman snuck up on me and watched me for five
minutes before I
she was there. I jumped up and the beer resting on
my stomach spilled.
Look out, there, cowboy,” she said.
She was stunning. Very young, tall, and tanned, wearing jeans and a teeshirt that didn’t cover
browned belly, where there was a single gold ring
piercing her out-y navel. Her hair, maybe a natural blonde, was cut short and
stood up on her head as if she’d been permanently surprised, but her
expression was calm. She sat down on the edge of the lawn chair and took a
sip of what was left of my beer.
“Are you Conroy?”
I nodded and kind of stared at her navel. “Who are you?”
She drained the rest of my beer.
“Names, man,” she said with a little laugh from her throat.
“All right,” I said. “Fine,” for I’d been trying to loosen up a little the
last few months.
“I got your name off the mailbox,” she said.

She ended up moving in with me that day. I invited her in for a colder
beer and she didn’t leave for two days. I think she was just hungry, mostly. I
took a shower and when I came out she was at the kitchen sink, ripping
pieces off a cold roast chicken I’d had in the fridge since Friday afternoon.
During those two days, she took about eight showers, walking naked
from the billowing steam of the bathroom and padding about the place dripdrying or coming up to me and pressing herself into my clothes until I was
wet, too, and when I took them off she pulled me into the bedroom, or onto

13 ■
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the sofa or the floor. She pinned me down and rode me, come to think of it,
like I was one of those mechanical bulls in bars.
It was like, “Come, on, Conroy! Yeah!” I
she even slapped my
thigh one time.
I looked up at her from the laundry room floor, my head wedged into a
pile of wet towels. “This is going too far,” I said. “You must tell me your
name.”
“Sylvia,” she said.
“Sylvia,” I said. “Okay.”
I was satisfied with that. But you can never tell what will come up from
behind. I take another shot from the flask and close my eyes, let the sun burn
the liquid out again. I'm getting brown, burning down to the muscle. All I
seem to want is purge.

Four months ago, my wife died. I’ve tried hard not to think of her
since,
it’s proved almost impossible.
My house is full of her things: left-over prescription bottles, a makeup
kit, patent leather shoes and sneakers and dainty sandals, a diaphram, hair
curlers, old grocery lists,
blouses packed into the backs of drawers,
notes asking me to
her at church
night, hundreds of useless pots
and pans, dumb aphorisms on laquered plaques, sheets and towels with the
initials of her maiden name sewn in. The list could go on. I can’t seem to
or give any of it away. I sleep
one of her favorite old quilts at the
foot of my bed.
A month or so after her death, I decided I was going to get away from
the house for a while, rent it out, let someone else bother with the mess. I
put an ad in the paper and almost immediately this enormous, red-faced,
e-haired woman answered. I interviewed her in my den.
It took me a minute to realize how fat she really was. She had trouble
getting through the front door. Her enormous ass took up half the space of
the single bed I used for a sofa, not just half the length, but a full half the
bed, front to back. The sound of her heavy breathing sucked me in, I was
inside her fatty, seething lungs. I said to myself, I have never seen anyone so
fat before.
I rented her my house, though. Partly because I’d have hated to refuse
her just because she was so fat. But also because I had the strange feeling that
the house would be safe with her. She promised not to try to sit in my wife’s
old rocker and I rented the place to her then and there. It was kind of her to
bring this up herself.
My wife and I had run a two-person ad shop downtown in the Threefoot
Building. I’d often worked there until very late so I’d fixed up with a small
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daybed for catnaps. There was a men’s room down the hall where I could
take bird baths. I lived there for almost a month.
Things went fine until one night, Crews, the night watchman, dropped
in on me
a bottle of cheap bourbon.
“You look like you could use a drink, Mr.
”
“Well, I haven’t had a drink in three weeks.”
Crews struck a pose with the bottle, hand poised to unscrew the top.
I thought about it a moment and motioned him in.
“Don’t call me Mr. Conroy,” I said. “Just Conroy.”
“Oh, yes, last names,” Crews said. “Talk like gentlemen.”
“Oh, yes,” I said, “at the club.”
Indeed,” Crews said, and he
me a slug of the bourbon into one
of the Dixie Cups he’d brought
him.
We had a pretty
time. Crews waltzed around with a dust mop and
sang a blues song about a whore and a black Cadillac. He sang, “Good
Mornin,
Schoolgirl.” He snapped his fingers and imitated Louis
Armstrong. I did the trumpet, laid back on my bed. We got awfully drunk. I
pissing out the window of my office, watching the stream fall fourteen
floors through the neon
of old downtown. Crews ran over and stuck
his dirty old Security cap under me, yelling, “Wait, don’t piss on the street,
it’s an offense!" I went ahead and emptied into his cap, and by God the old
fool shook it out, put it back on his head, and grinned at me with his perfect
white teeth.
I was disgusted.
“That wasn’t very bright, Crews. You show me you’re a
”
I ain’t no dumbass,” he said, still grinning. “I’m just drunk.”
Then he got mad about me calling him a dumbass and paced around a
bit, pouting, and said, “Shouldn’t say things like
to a man’s face, unless
you really mean it.”
He looked at me hard. Then he noticed the wedding band I still
wore on my
finger.
“You’re a married man,” he said, matter-of-factly. “Where’s your wife?”
“My wife’s dead. If it’s any your business.”
He cocked his head and regarded me.
“Your wife ain’t dead,” he finally said. “I know your wife, seen her up
here with you many a time. And I saw her, just yesterday, hanging out with
some weird looking dudes down at the Triangle, eating some of them ChikSteaks.”
I think maybe you just ought to get the fuck out of here, Crews.”
There was a half-inch of bourbon left in the bottle. Crews picked it up,
real dignified and indignant, and
to the door. Then he stopped,
turned
and narrowed his eyes dramatically. This guy’d been through
the video store. I could tell.
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"My wife,” he said, “she's really dead. I don’t need to manufacture no
grief”
I reached for one of my wife’s old calligraphy pens and hurled it at him
just as he cleared the door.
But Crews was right. My wife wasn’t really dead.
She was an
pious woman I’d married because, I suppose, we were
both studying public relations at the same school, took almost all the same
classes, and just didn’t really know anyone else. We were shy and awkward
and it was just easier to be around someone as painfully self-conscious as
yourself.
She was pious, but I always thought there was another side to her trying
to get out somehow. When we made love she shouted profanity, something
she never indulged in her daily life, a sin she cried about in church
sometimes, weeping quietly as we sat in the cold hard pew.
Then she had an accident on her Moped one day. She wasn’t wearing a
helmet and suffered a severe concussion. When she woke up, she was a
different person. She was
the woman I had married. That would have
been all right with me, I think I was ready to open up a little bit, but it
wasn’t all right
her.
She became her opposite, said I was a nice man but too conservative.
Why did we have to live alone? Why
move in with the Tisdale Group?
“Who the hell is the Tisdale Group?” I said.
“Well, they’re artists. Painters,” she said, leaning her head to one side
and sticking a finger in her ear. The finger in the ear was a
habit
’d picked up since the accident. As if she were listening to
inside there, receiving signals about what she should do or say next.
She
her head to one side and gave me a kind of vacant smile.
“They live in this old house over by the park and everything is just, I
don’t know, free, or freed up. You know what I mean?”
“Not really.”
She put her finger back into her ear and wandered off into her studio.
And she moved in with the Tisdale Group. They smoked a lot of dope,
painted with oils, and rode Harley Davidsons. My wife said she couldn’t
stand our home anymore,
all the blasé décor—her words. The décor
’d so carefully collected and arranged. After weeks of trying to coax her
I gave up. She’s dead, I
myself. My wife is dead.
And that’s the way I’ve left it.

After Crews left, I drove to Midway, an all-night bootleg joint, bought a
bottle of sour mash and hit the streets. I became Lex Conroy, pervert.
Whenever I saw teenaged girls on the streets, walking home from the
bowling alley or a late movie, I whistled and yowled at them from my car.
Then I
harassing young girls wasn’t all that perverse. had to be
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young boys. But the first group of striplings I came across, I chickened out.
What if, after all, I should be recognized? For most of the night after
I
just drove around and drank the whiskey.
At 4 a.m. I was so crocked I didn’t know where I was and got lost. I was
driving down a wide street and had it all to myself. Maybe that was what
threw me off. A road with no cars, houses with no lights - and the
streetlamps, always a blurred glow in the distance, seemed a beckoning from
somewhere far away.
From there it was automatic.
I’d had
a whole bottle of whiskey and all my reckoning finally
collapsed. I ended up in front of my house, jamming the spare key
the
lock. I completely forgot about the enormous fat woman I had rented it to,
forgot she was living there at the time.
I was still on automatic, moving through the living room with my arms
outstretched in the dark, my eyes nearly swollen shut with booze,
sleepwalking toward the bed fully clothed. But I’d fallen only halfway to
where the mattress should have been when I hit something soft
firm,
bounced off onto the floor and rolled over onto my back, dazed - only to see
this massive shape blot out the moonlight
through the bedroom
window. She screamed, a high-pitched one for such a
woman. Then I
screamed, too, to let her know she was
the only hysterical person in the
house.
She paused, then screamed again, and didn’t stop until she had pulled a
giant, Navaronnian revolver from the bed table drawer and fired off a
deafening round. I dove for the hallway just as she fired again, talcing off a
hunk of doorjamb above
shoulder. She screamed again and I heard
something wrench and then a kind of twanging. I lay tense for a moment,
then turned around to see her immense ass framing the area where the lower
half of the bedroom window had been. She’d tried to dive
through the
screen.
I ran around to the back door
when I stuck my head out she fired at
me from her hanging position. The bullet popped into the asbestos siding of
my next-door neighbor’s house.
“Miss Duke!” I shouted. It’s me, Conroy, your
Don’t
shoot!”
“Conroy! Oh, God!”
I peeked around the doorjamb and saw that her arms were hanging limp,
and she was kind of bouncing, her arms jiggling around. When I got closer I
could
she was weeping, and one huge pale tit had fallen
of her gown.
“Please help me, Mr. Conroy.”
head hung down, her mussed hair
all around it,
touching the dew-laced grass. I pushed and heaved at
her, she grunted and pulled, until finally she
free and plopped onto
the floor. She shook her head and wiped her eyes, the big magnum still
clutched in one hand.
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“Oh, God, a man was in here - ” Then she looked up, saw me, screamed
again and pointed the gun at my head.
“No!" I screamed, ducking just as it went off, over my head and into the
stand of trees behind the house. I scrambled to the Buick and peeled
out. Twice more I heard the gun’s Caroom! slam and echo into the night,
mixed with the keening funk of her screams.
When I cruised past the house the following afternoon her car was gone
and the front door stood wide open. Inside, dressers were torn apart, the
closets in disarray. A trail of parachute-like smocks led to the bedroom and I
walked on them back and forth. They were
and
with
little girl things, teddy bears and Raggedy Anns and bluebirds, plantation
waifs in sunbonnets, all feminine and soft.
I moved back in.

A few weeks after the mix-up
Miss Duke, I made the mistake of
spilling my problems to an old lady down the street. She’d been bringing me
jars of fresh homemade soup and chili ever since I’d come
and she
seemed very nice and concerned, so one day I went down to her house and
said, “Can I talk to you? I’ve got to talk to someone, Mrs. Tropes.” She
took me in, fed me cake and coffee and listened to me for an hour, then said,
I’m so sorry for you,” and sent me home
a pat on the arm. It wasn’t
until then
my neighbors started staring at me when I drove up or down
the street, going somewhere. God knows they had good reason to before
that, what
the gunshots and screams that one night. But they never did
until Mrs. Tropes told them my story. Only when she told them that I had
said I was lonely did the real treatment begin. The grownups stared and no
longer waved, and the kids got a kick
of calling me on the phone. It
ring in the middle of the night and when I answered some kid would
be on the other end.
Hello, is this Mr. Lonely?”
“Who?”
“Is this Mr. Lone-lee?”
“No this is not Mr. Lone-lee.”
“You must be lonely,” said the boy’s voice.
“You kids cut it out,” I said.
“Oh, please don’t be lonely.”
It was absurd. I hung up.
Mrs. Tropes told them everything. The phone
one night about
12:30 and I answered it without speaking.
“Hey, mister, there’s a naked fat woman in your front
and she has a
gun.”
I was furious.
“You little shits leave me alone," I shouted, and slammed the phone onto
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the hook.
But I had to look. I crept to the window and peeked through the drapes
- no naked fat woman with a gun. My fears weren’t unreasonable. Things
happen.
I went to the library and saw a group of Harley choppers outside the
door,
didn’t think anything of it. Inside, I was thumbing through a book
glancing
I saw the face of my wife peering at me from the other
side of the shelf. She walked around and stood there
at me. She wore
a full set of tight, black motorcycle leathers. A pair of heavy, strapped,
chrome-budded boots came up to her knees.
"Hey, Conroy,” she said. “You don’t look so good.” Then she smiled
and
on the bookshelves. “How’s the old homeplace?”
“Leave me alone,” I said. “You’re dead to me.” I calmly replaced the
book on the shelf and walked out.
On my way home the Tisdale Group came
of nowhere and roared
past me on their Harleys. I saw a slim, black leather-clad arm flip a wave at
me from a quivering pattern of red taillights
disappeared into the night
like a spaceship.

Things happen.
Last night Sylvia and I were going at it, in the bedroom for once. But
she lost her
forgot where she was I guess.
eyes were closed, and
she kind of hummed, and I could see her eyes darting back and forth behind
her pale bruised lids. The hum became a kind of murmuring, and it started
to turn me on. But then something emptied my mind with a strange cold jolt
and left everything quiet.
I lifted my head and looked at her,
she didn’t notice right away. She
was
in kind of a chant.
Kevin,” she was saying over and over again,
and kind of
moaning it, too. I couldn’t believe it at first, and then I was sure.
I couldn’t go on.
She went still and opened her eyes. “What’s the matter?”
“What did you say?” I said.
“What? When?”
“Who’s Kevin?” I said.
I could tell she felt awful about it.
“Oh, shit, I’m sorry, Conroy. I didn’t mean it. I just spaced out. Oh,
man.”
I felt like an idiot for
about it.
“It’s all right,” I said. “Not a big deal.”
I turned to the wall, put my back to her.
“I’m really sorry, Conroy. Please don’t be upset.”
But I felt sick. “Just forget it,” I said.
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It took me hours to go to sleep. Bad dreams kept me restless. They were
all dreams in which I said the wrong things, did the wrong things, dreams in
which I forgot the names of people I'd known for a long time.
Early this morning I got up and came out here
my lawn chair and
flask. An hour or so later I heard her voice behind me.
Conroy.”
“Yes,” I said,
turning around.
“You didn’t jump this time.”
“I expected you this time.”
“Well. Goodbye, then. I’m going.”
“Goodbye, whoever you are.” I heard her retreating footsteps in the
grass.
I went back into my house, just to look around, really. I walked around
the den for a minute, then into the
where I washed one dish. Then
to the bedroom, where I found my bed neatly made up, the pillows fluffed.
It was the first time I’d seen my bed made up since I don’t know. Then I
went into the bathroom, pressed my bare feet on the cool tiles, looked
around. I noticed that 'Sylvia’ had stolen all my shampoo and soap. I looked
into the closet. Half my towels and washrags were gone. I thought for a
moment then rushed back into the bedroom and looked at the neatly made
up bed. Sure enough, my wife’s old quilt was gone. I went through the
kitchen and the living room. Something was missing from one of these
rooms, I knew. But I still haven’t figured out what. Maybe nothing, maybe
it’s my imagination. I just can’t tell right now.
I called old Crews and asked him over for a drink tonight. I apologized
for what happened down at the office.
It’s cool, Conroy, is what Crews said.
I came back
here to my lawn chair and I’ve been sitting here all day,
listening. I hear sounds. The wind moving through certain channels in the
trees, rattling particular leaves, I can’t tell which. Noises, little rustling
sounds, behind me, in the shrubbery, in the grass. Birds call from far away to
other birds, far away. So many different kinds of birds.
Nothing seems familiar anymore.
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David Ticket

In Memory of Brian Jones
It was 1969, fall,
When I accidentally made a mouth
In my ankle

A musician like myself, sixteen,
Eight years older than me,
Jim, the diabetic who lived across the street,
Listened to Honky Tonk Women,
Mick Jagger, who
old,
Like a man
I bought Through the Past, Darkly
For $4.99 at the drug store
Where did I get the money?
The next morning was gray. I
Didn’t feel right
But I felt OK at lunch time

I went home for lunch because
Mom was there. I left the house
To return to school. The bushes
By my parents’ bedroom window:
I took a piss, observed the foam
I crept back inside the house. Mom

Was in bed, watching TV. I sat
In my favorite chair, the one that
Rocked, got Mom’s
Mom’s suicidal buddy was
Wheeled in as my stitches
Were removed
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David Ticket

Memphis
One of the counselors
lay
Liked Bob Die-lan
We
on our fascinated bunks,
After lunch, listening to Stuck
Inside of Mobile (w/ the Memphis
Blues Again)

Trim was painted
Grass was cut. Black families’
Station wagons
James Ellroy: just a
Mug-shot. I’d
Been to Nashville.
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David Ticket

Camaro Kids
Lee would tow Geddy’s black
’68 Camaro to the racetrack
Lee was going to make—

This was before video—a movie
w/ his dad’s
Super 8 movie camera. Geddy
The Camaro
the star
Of the film. Sound: an
Inexpensive cassette recorder

What did Tracey see in Geddy?
Geddy was
a pain
In the balls. Geddy told Lee he

Could fuck her
Tracey liked punk rockers,
And Lee looked like

One. F-u-c-k: Lee
Didn’t like the word, and he
Didn’t wanna share Tracey
Tracey’s dad had
His own business,
Like Geddy’s dad

Tracey wasn’t in the film
The Camaro kid
Was never completed
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Alex Taylor

We Were Men and the Fire Made Us
In those days when I was fifteen, I lived at the bottom of a knob in a
white trailer
my father, his first attempt at being a bachelor. From the
outside, the trailer looked like something washed up, a piece of buried
aluminum the rain had revealed. Behind us, we had a tiny lip of lawn before
the woods took over again, tall poplar and rotting pines that marked the end
of our property then just pasture and hayfields beyond that. Living in a place
like that would make somebody fierce, I had always figured, so I didn’t mind
it too much. I was an empty-faced
all scrawn and no brawn, barely one
hundred pounds in a straight downpour. I needed a dose of meanness in me.
That’s the
I had it figured.
Before, I had always lived in town where the big noise came brutal
through the walls to let you know who was the mean daddy running the
show, that the siren-red streets were bad and you weren’t. You could get by
in a town like Louisville without being fierce because the town itself was
fierce and you didn’t have to be. This wasn’t the town. This was me and the
old man after Mama had went crazy and had to be taken to the state home in
Hopkinsville. This was us living at the foot of a knob in a place
had
never inherited a name. This was bastard land, just ground and dirt, trees and
sky. It was thirteen miles over bad roads to the nearest town and I figured
living in a place like
required a certain
of meanness.
The knob was spread
wrecked cars. Smashed junk trucks, heaps of
stalled metal in the hay grass. There was one tree, a juvenile maple, at the
top. My father used to drive nails into the bark and never answered when I
asked him why. I always figured he had a reason though and
my health
was benefited by the fact I never found it out. Other than the cars and the
maple, you could see the steeple of the First Holiness Baptist Church rising
like an iceberg at the top of the knob. There wasn’t much grass, just sedge
that shot up like spooked fire. This was all.
There were those times then. With the knob scrubbed and dirty, the First
Holiness Church tipping white through the gray leaves of the maple and the
dark road lying like a gut piece in the urgent heat. After a bad rain, we would
find car parts washed into our yard, the metal migrating downward. Rods
and axles, a rotted air filter, a fuel pump. Stacks of windshield glass grew
beside our porch. No one knew whose cars were on the knob. It didn’t
matter. They were just dead heaps and on
nights I could smell both vinyl
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and hay.
We had no neighbors. At least not that we could see. Sometimes we
heard them though, the prowl of their cars starting at odd dawn hours, a
woman cussing a child. Through the pine and poplar, a gravel lane cut back
towards the main highway and there were a few houses out
way
I
never found
who lived in them. On up the road from us, a family lived in
a brown board house with a tin roof. These were the Bashams. Once, I
in the afternoon through the woods and watched the two boys, Harold
and Donald, cut the tail off a beagle pup. They used a knife instead of a
hatchet, sawing through gristle and bone like cutting a length of rope. The
pup squealed the whole time. When it was over, it had a neatly cropped
bobtail and a look of
hurt when the boys pushed a dish of
under its nose. After that, I
to feel like I was in the right spot for
meanness.
In late May, a carburetor washed into our yard and my old man gave it
to the Basham’s. By
time, we were dug into the knob and the Basham’s
knew that my old man was the pitchhaired security guard out at the Kimball
Furniture Warehouse over in
He didn’t carry a pistol, just a tobacco
stick whittled to a point and I imagined him making eyecabobs with it,
gigging thieves through the
Everyone thought he carried a piece
though and it was fine by me if they never knew any better. The Basham’s
considered him a
spirit because the Basham father was county truant
officer. He wore a homemade badge fashioned from embossed tin and drove
a Crown Vic with a Daisy air rifle
taped to the dash, BB shot scattering
whenever he got out to serve papers on a delinquent. Dad never talked about
the Bashams. Except a
he might spit between his teeth, but he did the
same thing whenever I talked about Mama. He knew the Bashams though,
mainly because they had two boys about my age. One of them needed a
carburetor. He knew that too.
My old man didn’t ask any money for the carburetor, just
the
Basham’s oldest boy Harold would drive me around once he got his car
running. Not that my father operated
of any kind of charity for me.
was summer was all and I was fifteen and the less time I spent at home the
more sleep he figured to
Not
he ever did anything resembling sleep
while I was out. Whenever I’d come
there would be a woman’s scent
to the trailer. My old man would be in front of some late movie on the TV
a swipe of
hair pushed over his scalp, his mouth a little raw and his
collar
All the lights would be out. Seeing him in the blue glow of
the television, I would
of Mama, a big woman with thick arms who
used to drink longneck beers and play Texas hold em poker before she went
crazy. I would see the old man on the sofa and think of that,
with a
Royal Flush at the kitchen table and not smiling at all, her eyes glinting like
gun metal. Nights like these, the trailer would smolder.
Me and Harold Basham were not friends. He was sixteen, but two grades
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lower than me, a punk with a thin beard inked onto his face. He worked at
the B.P. station across the river in Indiana, smoked menthols behind the
register and let the ash drip down his collar. I had seen him a few times
before. What I hadn’t seen, I had heard about. Harold Basham at the drivein dateless and sweating, the trunk of his car piled with contraband Hoosier
fireworks, an arsenal of Roman Candles, Nigger Chasers, and Shatterhand
Grenades he bootlegged, his cigarette poked fuseward so that it was like
some trick you
knowing the whole time it was going to go wrong
sooner or later and that you didn’t
to blink when he blew himself to
bits. I bought a brick of Bottle Rockets from him one time. He was loose,
very cool. He called me J-Lou From Town instead of my real name James
Louis and shorted my change. That’s how Harold was.
None of that was ever any different after the carburetor. We still weren’t
friends and he still called me J-Lou From Town. Now there was only a
distended tolerance between us, obligatory
shaky. I knew his family. He
knew my mother was crazy and thought my father carried a pistol, had even
asked me the caliber. I
him it was a .32 short barrel and he had looked
at me strong, like it didn’t scare him. After that, a sign went up at the foot of
the Basham’s drive. It read: This Land Protected by Mister Remington and
Miss Winchester. STAY OFF. But
had used oil-based paint and after the
first good rain, the letters ran so that it was revised by the weather to say:
Mister and Miss OFF. Cheese off the cracker, off their rocker, that was
I knew about.
Harold’s car was a primered
Dodge Reliant. It was that shade of
traffic light green
made you think go, everything is behind you. We
called it the Frog. Past midnight, it would croak by my window
the
pavement slurring wet and the dog haunted dark bawling after, Harold back
from some hushed locale
Jr. frying on the speakers. The car
smelled of cheese. For a time, Harold’s old man had used it to haul Hereford
calves to the vet and the back seat was always damp. Harold swore to me that
his old man had murdered a truant highschooler once and then stowed the
body in the trunk,
I only half believed him. Not that Mr. Basham
wouldn’t have murdered someone. He just wasn’t smart enough to stow the
body in the trunk of the Frog.
So I was fifteen and there was no helping it. There was no thought in me
about Time or what it meant. I only knew
there was someone else out
there who looked a lot like me, wore the same broken laced shoes and fingerstained shirts, someone who was me maybe, all scrawn and no brawn. Time
wasn’t involved here. I only knew
there was another me
there
getting fresh
the girls and waking up from some night-wiped binge in
places that smelled of varnish, billiard chalk. Before the summer was over, I
would have to find him and sock him in the gut until every fierce breath
clouded out of him. In those days, I couldn’t figure on Time ever being
more than numbers on a clock.
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Fridays were founded. Fridays were a blink through beards of smoke and
a rush over oiled roads and plowed fields where the risen corn looked like an
arsenal, weaponry in the moonlight. They were a hamburger quid and a jump
over ragged fence, a hush in the grass. Fridays were fine, loyal. Fridays had
stability.
Usually around seven, my father would get fidgety, rake his hair back
both hands and
on one of the red plastic straws he chewed after he
quit smoking. I would hear him talking on the phone in his room, the
mattress booming under him while he whispered. Then he’d hang up, come
into the living room, head tilted like he had gotten
in his ear somehow.
“James Louis, ain’t you and
Basham going some place?”
He never looked at me when he asked it and I wondered sometimes
about the maple on the knob
the nails driven in and me saying no, I
ain’t going no place, I’m staying right here. Only, it never went that way.
Always, I would nod and crush
my cigarette, rake a few quarters off the
table into my palm, and go. No
this was Friday.
So I went.
Through the grass while the screen door slapped to behind me and the
knob hoisted up like I’d caught it off guard, the road showing pale between
the moonlit heaps of briar and tree
made me not care what went on in
the trailer after I was gone because it was Friday night everywhere and I
didn’t know then that it could be daylight in one
of the world and dark
in another.
The Basham house wasn’t as close to the road as ours. sat up on a pine
rise across from the knob. Through the trees and the dark it might not have
been there at all unless you knew it was. Their drive wasn’ gravel by then.
Most of the rock had washed to the foot of the rise and when I
to
Harold’s it was through blood-colored mud that caked to my shoes. Usually,
I’d stop at the edge of the Basham’s yard to pry the
off with a stick but
sometimes I came stomping onto their porch with the mud heavy and
awkward like I was wearing snowshoes. Once I was on the porch, I would let
Deputy, the Basham’s bobtailed beagle, lick the gump off my shoes.
“A mud eating dog is nothing,” my old man used to say. He’d seen the
beagle on the road, its
caked with dirt. “I used to have a setter
eat crayons and have rainbow colored poop. No lie.”
He didn’t have to
me
though. I wasn’t impressed with Deputy
either, though he did get a little bit more interesting
that sewage truck
ran over his front legs and he had to
backwards
that was after the
summer was over and I wasn’t even talking to the Bashams by then.
Nights on the weekend, I went to see Harold. Maybe it would be cold
for June, after a rain, and I would come up the drive swinging my arms until
I
to stop because it was a real pussy thing to do, swinging your
arms like that. Far down the knob, I would hear the pines twisting together
like braided hair, the
groaning. I always figured Harold
me just
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like you hate any debt when
comes due and then other times I
would wonder why he just didn’t pay for the carburetor or tell me to fuck off
when I showed up on his porch. Then I’d remember how he thought my old
man carried a piece and things made more sense.
Fridays, we would take the Frog through the country, go thirteen miles
into town
me shucking a fiver for gas and stowing a Marlboro behind
my ear while we roamed the Wal-Mart aisles showing our best switchblade
stares and not laughing at all. We ate fast food, coaxed stray cats with French
fries until they got close enough to brain with a tire tool, lived thin as dimes.
We circled the IGA
lot where the high school seniors eyed us down,
footballers and freeloaders alike who drank bitter wine from a juice jug and
leaned against Camaro hoods while the sky fell back starless and dark. They
knew what we were, two buzzards waiting for them to be gone so we could
pick the
lot carcass. Some of them were working full time
and
others had scholarships to play ball at some third rate college. A few of them
had kids. These boys were on their
and knew it,
me and Harold
were so fresh we didn’t even know
seeing us circle that
lot was
like seeing a hearse pull into the yard for them.
Mostly, we ignored them.
In June, Harold ordered a police scanner through the mail and bolted it
to his dash. After that, we spent Fridays chasing ambulances or playing
caboose in a line of squad cars. We’d park behind Rhett’s Really Clean
automatic car wash and wait for dispatch to come over the county circuit and
tell us where to go, who we should follow. We hardly ever saw more than a
drunk getting sobered by a few whacks from an officer’s baton, once a tractor
hauling
bars capsized on the interstate, sometimes a car crash
fatality with slicks of brain shining on the dark pavement of the road and a
woman’s moan crawling up through the bent metal like a damp cat. We were
always there though, parked in some vacant driveway with the scanner bulbs
buzzing and Harold leaning over the steering wheel and watching the blue
cycle of police lights, beards of shadow
across the night while the
moon spun overhead.
Then we would go home.
It was all very pristine, very
At least, I
to think so at the
time. What else was I going to
about it? Harold and me
spoke
other than at what we saw and even then it was only play by play, like one of
us was blind. Harold was easy in his silence, kept the window rolled up
through the worst heat. Sweat gleamed like snakes on his face. He was near
broke and badly shaved and drove quiet with two hands on the wheel, his
face leaned close enough to the windshield to kiss it. He never drove fast,
never. Not
the Frog would have gotten anywhere close to the thing we
call speed in Kentucky, its pistons firing slow and deliberate, a plod song.
There was no phosphorous glow from the tires, no whiplash of green while
we arrowed through the hills. Harold was all business. The few times that he
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did talk, he always asked about my mother.
“Is she crazy?”
I guess. She used to piss in the living room floor. I guess that means
you’re crazy.”
Harold would scratch his thin whiskers, let the Frog coast for a few
miles. “Where is she now?” He always asked this.
“Hopkinsville,” I told him. “In
state place they got down there.
had her
there.”
“Who? Did they
white? I bet
wore white and looked like the
Ku Klux Klan didn’t they?”
“No. They didn’t wear white. One of them had on a suit. He looked like
a preacher
I don’t think he was.”
Then we would drive further. Past tilted barns and blown over shitters,
through viney places darker than most. We would drive a long time before
Harold said the next thing
always came when we talked about my
mother.
“I know a crazy man,” Harold would say. “He lives down by the river
close to the
Slee dam. Maybe your mama would like him.”
I pretended for a long time
I was
to what Harold meant,
that I didn’t
believe he was trying to find someone for my mother. I
would just keep quiet when he talked about the crazy man he knew. The
road would roil and fold like tar paper under the car and strange eyes would
light in the brushy ditches and I would be quiet. Anyway, Mama wasn’t
coming back. Not to me anyway. Because I remembered her big hands
holding mine, her face circular and flat with the dark curls smelling sour like
vinegar, her lips churning words. “James Louis,”
’d tell me. “I’d take you
me if I could.” I never knew what she meant. But I thought of the
maple tree on the knob driven
nails and figured it was
to be
ignorant of some things,
every place didn’t require going to.

We came along into the ease of the summer by
Through the
week, I’d been working some
my old man’s mower, riding it over the
knob road and asking folks if they wanted their grass cut. My hair bleached
out, my arms burned to blood. The First Holiness Church paid me fifty
dollars to mow their grounds and sometimes one of the deacon’s wives
would give me a green bean casserole so I figured myself well off for a kid
from the knob even though everyone still called me J-Lou From Town. By
then, Harold was wise to us. He knew
my old man was just a night
watchman whose wife had gone bonkers and who probably didn’t even own
a pistol. He still let me ride with him on Fridays though, so I got to figuring
that maybe he didn’t hate me after all.
By then, I was beyond knocking and could just walk into the Basham’s
place. One night when I
Harold’s old man was in his recliner watching
Star Trek, his hair squashed down over his head in that
comes from
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wearing a cap all day. He was wearing a khaki uniform that was a too deep,
UPS brown to be real issue. More likely, he’d pulled it off a shelf at the St.
Vincent de Paul. The Daisy air rifle was across his lap, duct tape still on the
barrel. Truant forms were on the floor.
“Evening J-Lou,” he said. But he didn’t really
that way, not to
everyone else at least. Mostly, he was a 'hidy’ and 'how
’ man,
I was
the son of a crazy woman so he had to get somber with me.
I came and stood in the room with dark falling off me like steam from a
pipe.
Be a night for it won’t it?” he said.
“For what?”
“Trouble. Good times. Either one or both. Sometimes you
’t tell the
difference too awful well.”
I laughed at him. He wiped his eyes.
Harold’s brother Donald came in from the kitchen then swigging milk
most of it dribbling off his chin. He was taller than me already. Rumor
was
he’d been further with a girl than Harold,
he’d been as far as
any of us knew you could go because we thought women were just shelves
where you put things, a place to stow a little piece of your own self. Some
said he had screwed a fifth grader in the drainage ditch behind the Junior
High. He bought rubbers. His room was stacked with back issues of Hustler
that he sold for two dollars a piece at church softball games. Scars were
scattered like jacks over his face. He was foul, ruinous. He was twelve.
He took the milk jug down from his face and stared at me. His hair was
combed neat and wet.
Harold’s coming,” he said. He held the milk jug by one finger,
dangling it against his thigh. I could see the white on his tongue when he
talked.
“Where y’all going?”
“Who knows. Could end up anywhere.”
Donald picked the hem of his shirt up and wiped his
it. He
looked at his old man and then back at
his lips blue from the milk and
the dark of the rest of the house pinned behind him while the ceiling fan
tottered above. He was barefoot, curling and uncurling his toes in the brown
carpet.
“Y’all should let me go,” he said. I know all kinds of places to go in a
car.” The milk jug boomed against his leg.
“Where you know to go that’s any good?”
Donald scraped at his teeth with a long thumbnail and shook his head. I
can’t say em,” he said. “But I can show you.”
I shrugged. “Whatever you wanna do.”
But I didn’t mean it. Donald was different than most kid brothers.
Donald had precision, accuracy. Reputation. Back then, I thought those were
things you never got from other people, that you just went out one night
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and came back with them tucked under your arm like groceries. If
were
true, then Donald had bought the bulk’n’more economy size of each. He
was already there,
I didn’t believe you could learn the trick from him. I
didn’t believe there was a trick. All there was to it was yourself and anybody
that was already where you wanted to be would just end up
so I didn’t
Donald tagging along.
Harold came into the room then, his face jerking like he’d forgotten it
was Friday or had maybe counted on me forgetting. Then he grinned a little
and I waved at him.
“Donald’s going
y’all,” his old man said.
Harold pretended
to hear. He came across the carpet and sat down
on the sofa and retied his shoes. Then he looked up.
“Where we going?” he asked.
For just a second it was quiet and still, just the TV buzzing. Then
Donald started talking, opening up like a throttle.
“There’s plenty of places to go. I know this spot around by the Turner
court where you can pull up under some willows and see right through
a lady’s window and don’t you know she does a lot more than sleep.” His
face was slick, seran wrap. I could feel his voice. It was like orange juice in
the eyes.
Harold nodded and raked his hands over his lap. I
into the
doorframe and
his old man.
“Puts on a regular show, huh?” he said.
Donald’s chin jerked up. “She does it right and like it’s supposed to be.”
“Y’all better not be late for that one,” said the old man. His head rolled
on the back of the recliner, leaving greasy slicks on the upholstery. “Wonder
does she have a matinee?”
“Hell, there ain’t no charge,” said Donald. “She’ll do the whole business
for nothing. Just heap
rear in the air and blink the pink at you.”
Harold stood up. His face had cast over with green and he looked like an
old copper wire, all twisted and bent, both lips clamped.
“We’re going then,” he said.
“I know,” said his old man. “You’re going.”
And we were. Down long highways
the Frog’s tires spitting on the
dark pavement, Donald in the back seat
his milk jug sloshing and
Harold crooked over the wheel. We were routine, punctual. We made the
thirteen miles into town, circled the McDonalds, then passed the IGA
parking lot thick with strange-agers who thought big crime and drank red
Koolaid mixed
vodka. We followed the town’s grid, glowed in the
empty streets, downed a heave of hamburgers and Nehi before kneeling again
into the black swim of evening. We went to the trailer court and parked
under the willows
all the windows showed black at us.
were no
lights, nobody home. So we went on, wheregone and bywheeling through
roads cramped with weeds and
trees.
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Only it was different with Donald in the backseat. You didn’t have to be
blind to feel the difference either because it was there, fastened to you like a
damp sleeve. I could hear him talcing slugs of milk, the jug grunting while he
sucked.
Around
we pulled into the fairgrounds and parked beside the bare
spot where the Ferris wheel had been. There was the sound of stray papers
and bottles rattling through the dust. We could see the old fire lookout, a
rotten crow’s nest
up on iron rigging and beyond that was just sky,
gray and flat.
“So where we going?” Harold asked.
Donald told him to turn the scanner on.
We got the county frequency real clear and listened to the jar of cop
voices coming through. For a half hour, it was the usual drunk and damnwife
Friday night, nothing new or special. We were thinking about going back to
the trailer park to see if Miss Matinee was showing herself when we heard the
call about the coal barge. It was burning down on the river below the
Slee Dam. That was all. Nothing to it. A coal barge burning and no one
knew why.
“That’d be something to see wouldn’t it?” said
Donald wasn’t drinking the milk anymore and I could feel him behind
me, the buttered breath slurring over his milk teeth and I figured him to say
something, to
his brother to go and drop the Frog wide open towards
the river. He was quiet though.
“Drive down there,” I said. “I know the way.”
Harold tensed. “There’ll be a bunch of cops around,” he said.
“It don’t matter. Worse they can do is tell us to leave.”
Harold didn’t say anything and neither did Donald.
“Drive down there,” I said again. I lit a cigarette and the smoke genied
in the car. “Go on.” I was telling it to the both of them. To all of us.
We saw the flames a long time before we reached the river. A dim
fracture at first, they grew through the dark and we could see them coming.
We could see the shadows they made. I could smell the coal burning, a black
chimney stink and I could see sparks and embers crossing up against the sky
and the wet bricks of the
Slee dam, the river crawling up to meet us and
the light from the fire standing in the shallows.
It was a big fire. By the time we got there, most of the barge was
cocooned in flame and the coal smoke was walling up in fat black kinks. Paint
was melting off the
and we could hear it hissing in the water. There were
a few fireboats out there jetting the fire with hoses
they might as well
have tried to piss it out for all the
they were doing and anyway, I
wanted to see the barge sink. We all did. We didn’t have to say so. was
how we were. We wanted to see
go under and see the fire keep
going underwater, lighting up the green deeps while it went down, down, on
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down like a candle drifting through a dark house.
I suppose we cussed about it. Seeing such things has a tendency to make
men cuss and I felt, at that moment, that was the place we had all come to.
Being men. Even twelve-year-old Donald Basham who wasn’t a
and
drank milk. We were men and the fire made us.
We parked the
on the boat ramp and walked to the edge of the
river where the water panted and the smell of charred
and coal was
strong. There were no cops on this side of the river. They were all in Indiana
because the barge was closer to the Hoosier shore. A few other cars were
parked on the boat ramp, pickups and splatter-w
wrecks
shame
stains on the seats. A man and woman sat in lawnchairs in the bed of a silver
Chevrolet. They looked at us when we came down. The woman was nice.
Even in the dark we could see that. She was a red head with her hair
back and her face painted by the fire. The man was dark, maybe a Mexican,
we didn’t know. He raised his beer at us and I waved.
"Fucking end of the world right here,” he said. He lifted the can to his
face.
We didn’t say anything to him. He didn’t sound Mexican so we left him
alone. We just
the barge, drifting and burning, a choke cloud of
black moving up from it.
It’s gonna sink for sure,” Donald said.
Harold coughed and lit a cigarette. “They’ll never put it out,” he said.
They were both standing behind me and under their voices I could hear
the river breathing on the shore. Embers from the barge were blowing onto
the Indiana side, starting tiny beads of fire where they landed in the buck
sage and I could see people running to
these out, most of them small
enough to stomp. I could feel the heat from the barge, the sweat starting to
leak
of me and I could feel the fire
at the air like somebody
was hungry for a kiss, who
to take it all in the mouth, to chew and
swallow the whole face of the night down.
“I wonder if
got off,” Harold said.
“Yes,” said Donald. “They got
off. Why would somebody stay
on a burning barge anyway? That don’t make sense.”
“What don’t make sense is
barge being on fire,” I said.
Harold came up beside me then, his face thin and like a sliver of
fingernail in the firelight. I was thinking about the crazy man he said lived
down here, the one he wanted my mama to meet, and didn’t know what he
was going to say.
“If there’s anybody on there, they’ll die,” he said.
I looked back at the man and woman sitting in the bed of the Chevy.
“They’re dead
”
It didn’t really mean anything though, me talking that way. I was fifteen
beside the river and had never really thought about folks dying or
anything other than alive. Being dead just seemed like some other way of
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living, like being a lawyer or deciding not to eat meat anymore. When you
are fifteen and
fierce, standing beside a river in the
night while a coal
barge smolders on the water, being dead is the same as being alive and you
can
see the differences there are between things. There is only the fire
and the river,
the sky up with light and shadow and
are both the
same.
“They can’t be already dead,” Harold said. “There’s gotta be some way
of helping em.”
“There ain’t.”
I looked at the barge. It was starting to go under by then. Slicks of oil
were blinking on top of the river and small
of fire started forming
on the current, following behind the oil. I could hear Harold’s sneakers
squelching on the wet boat ramp. Already, I could see him crouching,
planting his heels.
When he dove into the river, he didn’t get far. To begin with, it wasn’t
really a dive because the water was too shallow on the boat ramp. It was
more of a hurdle with his legs highstepping into the river. He was about
twenty feet out when I got to him. I had been behind him the whole time
and I guess maybe he knew it because he didn’t act surprised when I grabbed
his ankle and started fishing him back to the shore. He just went
let me
take him back.
When I pulled him onto the boat ramp, Donald dragged him by the
arms into the grass and he
there on his back panting and looking up at
the empty sky. I stood over him dripping onto his face, my chest rocking.
“What happened?” Donald said, but I knew he didn’t want an answer.
The question was too big.
I saw the man from the Chevy walking over, holding his can in a beer
sleeve. His girl was behind him, walking barefoot, her arms crossed over her
breasts.
“Fuck y’all do?” he said. “Fall ”
At first, I ignored him and just watched Harold where he lay heaving in
the grass, the water shining on his face. Then I figured that this wasn’t a man
who liked being ignored, so I looked at him. He was grinning, lips curled
under his teeth, one hand in his pocket.
“Harold jumped in,” Donald said to him.
“Jumped in?” The man looked at Donald. “
in hell for?”
I don’t know. He just did. I don’t know why.”
Believe I’d be finding out why,” said the man. He stepped past me and
leaned over Harold, his can tipping so
some beer spilled onto Harold’s
leg. I looked at the man’s face. I thought there would be a scar
there
’t. Then I figured how this man was the kind
would hide his scars if
he had any or maybe there was no need to hide them because they were in
places where no one ever saw anyway. Except maybe the girl. Maybe she
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knew where the scars were.
“You jump in?” he asked Harold.
Harold rolled over in the grass. The man lost his grin and I saw his foot
slide and thought he was going to kick
I think about that still. What
I would have done if the man had kicked Harold. Maybe I even wanted him
to get kicked for jumping in the river and then rolling over when somebody
asked him why he had done it.
The man just spilled some more beer on his leg though. “Boy’s crazy,”
he said.
“Tommy,” his
said. We all looked at her, even
She was
standing with the river reaching her feet, the cuffs of her jeans
wet.
The wind was asleep in her hair. Let’s go,” she said.
The man we could now call Tommy backed away from
He
stepped in front of me and drank his beer, then leaned his face over to mine
like he thought it might be good to remember someone like me. I could feel
the water drying on me, drops of it tracing down my back.
“Go where,” he said, not looking at the girl.
“Away from here,” she said. “Home.”
He
closer to me then. His lips were like licorice, dark and
threaded. His
were black.
“You stink,” he said. “You smell like the river.”
Then he nodded and walked away, hooking an arm around the girl,
sliding a hand into the back pocket of her jeans. I think about
a lot too.
About the way it goes between folks, men and women.
When the truck was gone, it was just us there and all we had to look at
was the barge, burning down into the river’s deep heart and lighting up the
sky and the trees and the whole rest of the world.
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Fred Ferraris

In The Company of Memes
Jesaru Durango is hungry and thirsty, but before he wraps his lips around
something solid or fluid, he needs to define what’s what about what. His
coffee mill carbide is out of order, corrupted by an errant meme. Leaving
him no choice
to hike the last fifteen miles on the palms of his hands. He
would have liked to hitch a ride on the palm at the end of the road, but his
saddle collapsed. Used to be an opera at the hour of closing, a tree
no longer green, would make an old cowboy want to stop right there for
tequila, hang his chaps on a neighbor’s face, and fire up a plate of sunset.
Jesaru fears he may have misplaced his faith in self-replicating elements of
culture; that is, in memes. Here in the Lonesome Lizard Saloon a little called
anything couldn’t care less. Jesaru stirs his coffee
a high
Chinese
junk some kid in humvee pajamas lifted from the Museum of Nickelanddime
Ideas.
The waitress says, "Drink up that coffee honey, we’re making a new pot
next week.”
Jesaru unhinges his jaw and says, “You wouldn’t have a cruel streak,
would you?”
“No,
we do have
stew. How do you like yours—tortured,
abused, or
”
“Without apology, but that’s just a suggestion,” says Jesaru. Before I
can eat I have to see that asshole who lives on the edge of chaos. The one
who runs the hotline
up-to-the-minute alerts from the mind of God.”
The waitress shrugs and says, “You look like you been around Horseshoe
Bend a time or
mister, but let me give you some advice: Don’t expect
no brass band welcome when you come dragging your sorry ass back to
Barnumville, even if you manage to find Mr.
and bring back a truckload
of his mumbo-jumbo.”
Jesaru’s expression is hungry and thirsty, much as in the first line. The
waitress leans over, crosses her braids, her hair not straw color,
seen,
when she tells him, “Okay. You want the lowdown? The hubbub? The
straight story behind the hanging at Narrative Arch? Okay. You asked for it.
Here it is. But first let me tell you one thing about you and me. If we exist at
all—I’m
saying we don’t,
even if we do—it’s a flickering existence,
yours and mine, with an immensity of panic before and after. What little
remains is unreal and unimportant. Holy men may petition and emperors will
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commission, but which of them knows straight talk from junkyard growls,
random rambles from worthy recitations, first best thoughts from second
hand schemes? We humans are nothing but a pack of credulous canines,
brother, and sooner or later you have to grow up and face the fact: There is
no Mr. Big.”
She refills his cup and then she asks, “Would you like some day-old
crumb cake
that coffee?”
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Duncan Kemp

Same Dog
Dwelling

I should go out drinking soon. I know this because it is laundry day, and
I’m one quarter short of a load. My "darks" lie twisted and soaked in the
landlord’s dryer downstairs, and I need that quarter to finish the job.
The bars here in Baton Rouge are the most productive quarter
producing locations one can find. I often tip a dollar bill instead of three
quarters, knowing
a laundry day will soon worm into my dingy
apartment. Apparently, I should have had at least one more beer on my last
outing. I’ve searched dirty pairs of jeans, the floor, under cushions, under
dust-covered books and credit card bills. No luck. I am plagued by needless
coins. These nickels, dimes and pennies are more bothersome than roaches;
the bugs scurry from my wrath,
a multitude of copper Abe Lincolns
from the dog hair-covered floor and taunt, “Get your ass to the bank,
boy!” It’s maddening.
My dog, Scout, has done her part. She’s a smart dog, during a quarter
search she follows
groans for a belly rub, and hides when I curse. She
even brings me my keys in order to try appeasing my frantic quest.
Eventually, though, she retreats to her corner and licks herself silly with the
knowledge
she will never have to suffer through such a ridiculous search
to such a ridiculous extent.
I’ve learned a lot about myself while searching for quarters. Among other
things, I’ve learned that I’m a slob. During searches, I’ve spilled old glasses
of water and knocked over the ironing board. I’ve broken picture frames. I’ve
found crumpled newspaper articles three apartments old. These articles, like
Scout, seem to know their way around the new place, laying claim to some
region as though their only purpose is to camouflage quarters.
I’ve also learned that, like women, quality coins are in high demand, and
therefore become rare. Surely, at some point, the total number of quarters in
this dump equaled the total number of dimes, nickels, or even pennies.
Surely, at some point, all the good-looking, funny and cool girls sat waiting
by the phone, or in a bar, or wherever. But
they too have been picked
up and entered into the machine. Most of them are lawyers now, or teachers,
or wives, or mothers.
of them have little need for a thirty-year old
quarter-searcher. Except for one.
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Carole, my new girlfriend, has offered her laundry facilities to me.
Believe me, I’m tempted. She’s an attorney, and she lives in a nice Garden
District joint, complete with a swimming pool, ivy covered brick walls,
security gate, and of course, her own washer and dryer.
the
tranquility.
the cleanliness. Perhaps she would even cook for me
while I listen to the spin cycle, sprawled across her ivory-colored couch,
watching her cable and drinking her wine. At this point, she knows little of
my dust balls, nickels and dog hair. In fact, she is only allowed in my
apartment after cleaning day, which, if one paid attention to such patterns,
happens to fall behind every third or fourth laundry day. The method to this
madness is madness itself; I can only stand so much chaos, so many leering
pennies, and so many crusty, toppled dishes before I lose what’s left of my
sanity.
So
’s made the laundry offer. It’s a big step. It’s a step marking our
growth together; it’s a step toward commitment. It’s a step that
a
of thought and discussion and advice. I’ve asked Scout,
she only cocks
her head and looks for my keys. And Honest Abe is a bad sage when it comes
to matters of laundry and
he’d insist on diligence, truth and
monogamy while proclaiming the ecstasy of freedom. The roaches, with
their cut-and-run scavenging, seem to lack scruples altogether, and the old
magazine articles only discuss food and traveling. So perhaps I should go out
and seek some drunken wisdom from some drunken lout. Like I said, I do
need to go drinking soon. Then again, I also need to dry my pants.
Call of the Child

I bought a toy skunk at Wal-Mart. It squeaked a lot and its white and
black markings made it appear a smaller version of Scout, who loved it. It
was the
squeaky toy she didn’t eviscerate in a day. I first thought
because Scout preserved the toy, and because she had finally ceased
destroying phone cables and wood floors, maybe she had reached some
canine sensibility, acknowledging the fact
these toys cost money. After
all, Scout was no longer a puppy, so I was proud to see that she had kept the
skunk intact through the entire course of my relationship with Carole,
somewhere around a month and a half.
As we know, end-of-relationship-calls can leave you, well, empty. Of
course, the polite thing to do is to
in person. That way you can see the
crumbling hopes and the subsequent tears. That way she can look at you in
the eye long enough to make you realize that you’re scum, and
you
deserve some form of tortured death.
The break-up with Carole was a masterpiece. After a week or so of half
ass plan making and phone messages, I gathered the courage to call her at a
time when I knew she would actually be home. I had just finished playing
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“Give Me That Skunk” with Scout. It’s a goofy game; we have played it since
she was a pup, using a variety of stuffed animals. I squeeze the toy repeatedly,
pretend to throw it one way, and then throw it another. Then Scout darts
after it, refusing to give it back as I playfully demand, “Give me that skunk!”
This time, the new and matured Scout was
exactly ready to stop our
game. She shook the skunk over my lap, taunting me as I tried, perhaps for
the first time, to listen to the phone conversation.
“You’ve been extremely rude,” Carole said.
“Rude?”
“I asked you to call on Sunday when I got back in town, and now it’s
Thursday.”
At this point, Scout growled and shambled off to her corner, skunk-inmouth.
“Well I’ve been doing a lot of thinking,” I said.
“Thinking? Would you explain to me your thinking?”
“Uhh...yeah, okay.”
Of course, I failed to explain
my thinking involved three new phone
numbers and two new email addresses from different women around town.
But I did explain to Carole that she was a great person, and
I probably
would end up regretting this decision, and that I just was
ready for a
serious relationship.
Sound familiar? She thought so.
“You sure seemed ready in bed last week.”
I looked at Scout. She was busy chewing a hole through the skunk’s
head. A few pieces of white stuffing dropped from her mouth.
I...uhh...thought I was.”
“You thought you were.”
In
seconds—or maybe it was
who knows how long it took
me to come up with such noble explanations as, 'I thought I was’—the
skunk’s hole had grown, and Scout had now probed all the way to the
squeaker-heart. Surrounded by stuffing, she
and growled.
“That’s pretty
don’t you think?”
I apologize,” I said, “I haven’t thought very highly of myself since I
came to this decision.”
I think Carole laughed at this point. Or maybe I did. Or maybe it was
the skunk heart’s last squeak.
“Apparently, we are at two different points in our lives,” she said.
“Yes. That’s it.” I could see the squeaker now. It was clear plastic and
circular and it must have emitted its noise through a small, cylindrical valve
connected to its main body. Scout tossed the squeaker in the air and caught it
her teeth.
“Apparently, I gave you too much credit,” Carole said. Her voice
had changed; it had become disdainful, surly even. “It comes down to this,”
she said, “you are incapable of having a mature relationship.”
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"I guess you have a point.”
“Well?"
“Well.” I looked at Scout. She smiled at me from across the room,
wanting to resume the game. I rolled my chair toward her. “Well, I just don’t
know what else to say.”
“That’s it?” Carole yelled. “You just don’t know what else to say?”
I reached for the empty skunk carcass and Scout backed away.
“That’s my skunk!” I howled.
“Your what?”
I put the phone down and jumped to the floor where I crawled and
chased my
dog. “Give it to me,” I played, “Give me
skunk!”

All Bark
My neighbor Sean and I regularly let our dogs out at the same time.
While the dogs run and play to the point that their muzzles are soaked with
each other’s saliva, Sean and I shoot a few hoops. Sean, a former high school
basketball tower, displays formidable skills. I, on the other
usually
resemble a pre-werewolf Michael J. Fox. During our last outing, however, I
was unstoppable. Okay, maybe “unstoppable” is a little strong, but I did sink
jump shots from all over the court, and a few times I out-maneuvered and
out-hustled my befuddled opponent. I was amazed, and I wondered
accounted for my improvement. As I shot the ball again I simply thought to
myself, “I will make this shot.” Swish. Nothing but net.
Later, while I prepared to go out, it occurred to me that this brand of
confidence had also been missing from my performance “on the scene.”
Although I was constantly on the prowl for attractive women, I had little
belief that I would achieve that
While I took heart in knowing that this
mild paralysis is common in men, it was time for a change. A lack of
confidence meant never fully grasping your own potential, or anything else
worth a damn, for
matter.
The bar was small and packed. Slobberbone, an alt-country band from
Texas, had the crowd dancing and howling at full pitch.
“Gimme back my dog!” the singer yelled, his face and neck muscles
straining. Banjo, drums and
accompanied the wailing, and the lyrics
indicated that the song was
about napped quadrupeds, but was also
about pride and confidence lost.
A tall and pretty blonde wearing snakeskin pants danced nearby. She was
much of a dancer, her pants and her gyrations called to mind a cobra
caught in the throttles of an invisible mongoose attack. But she was hot, and
she smiled at me. Of course, I looked away, almost hearing my heart over the
heavy drumbeat and distorted guitar chords. I should have approached her, I
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should have at least returned a smile. But that something was still missing.
Disgusted at my lack of balls I headed to the bar. Time to regroup. Time
for a beer. I picked a spot and leaned in, hoping my fear-and-desperation
pheromones would be diluted by the fog of cigarette smoke surrounding me.
A couple of friends saw me, and I was happy for the distraction.

Lucy, a twenty-something-blonde Irish expatriate, had recently moved to
the United States in order to be
her new boyfriend. “There’s something
about American men,” she said to her Guinness and me. “
say what
want when they want. They let you know what’s on their mind. They are so
sexy compared to Irishmen.” The
she said “sexy” really made me
to
fit in that
so instead of proclaiming my Irish ancestry, I took a long
drag of a
Light and finished off my Abita Amber. Then I leaned to
the bar like a drunken J. Crew Fonzie and stammered, “Yeah, I like being
American.”
In basketball terms, I shot a brick. Lucy narrowed her brown eyes and
tilted her head at me as though I was a breed she had
yet encountered.
Then, she swilled the remains of her Guinness and left me at the bar alone. I
had apparently done
wrong. Was it the cigarette? Was it my taste
in beer? Of course not. My overt fawning must have placed in Lucy’s head
images of cold, soggy Americanized tater-tots. It was time for some serious
introspection, so I went to the bathroom.
“Look at it like this,” I thought at the urinal, “How many Alpha males
mumble to get a mate? The answer is none.
howl. They bark.
growl and they bite. They see and they take. The successful, confident seeker
must effectively express his worthiness as a
it’s that simple.” I
my
eyes at the reflection in the mirror before heading back into the fray.

Eventually I found myself close to the stage, positioning myself so that
Tall Blonde Snakeskin danced between me and some dude. I gave her a
glance, and to my surprise she smiled again. This time would be different. I
straightened my shoulders and smiled right back at her. But it didn’t take.
The dude
to doe-see-doe her right out of view. Worse, a bad dancer
herself, she seemed to enjoy his spastic
At
point I almost skulked out the door. But instead, in a rare
moment of chemically assisted public meditation, I lowered my head and
closed my eyes, finding myself back on the basketball
Scout and Sean’s
dog were playing tug-o-war, a teddy bear the prize. Sean’s dog had control of
the bear,
Scout would
be defeated. Her teeth-bared strike was deft
and unrelenting, and Scout proudly claimed victory. Hearing lyrics in my
head, I dribbled the ball to three-point territory and let it fly.
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The full moon lingered in the early morning sky.
“I was beginning to think you didn’t have it in you,” she said as I nearly
tripped over a pile of snakeskin on my way out of her apartment door.
I rubbed my whiskered face.
“Have what?”

Tricks
The other day I walked Scout around Spanish Town. It was a nice walk:
we played Frisbee and met other dogs and owners along the way. I even let
Scout jump in one of the lakes near the Louisiana State Capitol. That’s when
things got ominous. Scout swam just a few feet short of a tree branch
covered with water moccasins. I was able to get her out of the water without
harm,
on the walk home, just as we passed a cemetery, Keith, my
attorney neighbor, pulled beside us in his Cherokee. A band he liked was in
town, and he would pay my way if I was up for the party. I was
of money
and in need of studying, but lawyers have a way of persuasion. Besides, Kelly,
a girl I had met during a recent night on the town, had mentioned going to
the same concert. Kelly was a tall, blonde-haired beauty with a southern
sweetness mixed with a Midwestern morality. The night we met she seemed
very interested, and I had spent the last two weeks wallowing in obsession
over her. So I shrugged and threw the Frisbee across the cemetery grounds.
Scout made an incredible twisting, behind-the-back leaping catch. It was
going to be one of those nights.
Keith and I shot half a bottle of Jack Daniel’s before we left the
apartment building, and we continued our sour mash indulgence upon
arriving. The Varsity was smoke-filled and loud, and I’m sure we looked like
we were trying to be cool. There were quite a few
but no Kelly.
Eventually, I decided to try talking to others. I had just written a piece on
confidence in these types of situations, but the whiskey was simply too much,
and all my attempts to speak became mumbles. As the band played and the
crowd grew, Keith and I began to wear the dejected stances we had come so
accustomed to assuming.
Typical to these sorts of nights in the Red Stick, there
quite a few
hippie chicks floating around. They flaunted their Druidesque tattoos and
braless breasts as they danced entranced on all types of narcotic stimuli. Keith
somehow struck up a conversation with one of these girls. Her name was
Noel, and her doughy breasts hung loosely underneath a red and black vest
that reminded me of an Old West blackjack dealer’s uniform. She smoked a
lot and had a
gap between her front teeth. She was loud and plain, and
I could tell that Keith’s true goal was Noel’s friend, Shauna, who was a petite
glittery butterfly with brown hair, freckles, tattoos and a smile of pure
trouble. Apparently, Shauna liked all types of people, for she was seen
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spanking a gargantuan woman from Australia just prior to her introduction to
Keith.
While introductions abounded, I just leaned against the bar, smoked my
last cigarette and
to put on an air of cool, although I was really just
tired. I had also been checking out Shauna and her rather flabby sidekick,
and while I don’t fully appreciate body art, I do appreciate other, more
pertinent matters of the flesh. I was also willing to act if the opportunity
arose. I’m
sure what was said in their conversation, but, judging by the
high amount of laughter, I would guess that Keith did
divulge his true
profession. Intrigued and
I moved toward them.
“You gotta make it so I move forward,” Shauna yelped as she turned her
back to Keith, who paused for a second, took a deep swig of his whiskey,
raised his hand and slapped Shauna’s firm backside. Shauna turned around;
her smile had melted to a frown.
“That was all wrong,” she said, crestfallen. Then she saw me. was one
of those heart-warming moments: instead of birds
promises of love,
she smiled and told me my friend couldn’t give a
spanking.
“Will you try?” She asked.
Smoke churned from my smile as I agreed.
“Make me move forward,” Shauna said, half-bent over under the Last
Call lights.
“Okay.” I reared back, recalling many sordid nights with a sorority
princess from years ago. Shauna had a similar build,
a smaller, firmer
target. I zoned in and smacked.
Shauna turned around, smiling.
“My God,” she said, “
did you get so good?”
Practice?”
“Do you mind, well, if I have another?”
“Okie-doke.”
Before too long, Shauna had received quite a few stingers.
“I can still feel it burn,” she said, “I’ll do anything you want if you come
home with me.” With this she began telling all her hippie friends of my
incredible wrist-action, and to my surprise, they began requesting their own
t. Something in my expression must haveonly
thwarted Noel from
requesting a spanking, however; she was the
one of Shauna’s friends
who missed out.
I was oblivious to possible onlookers, but I knew it was late, so I figured
I was safe from
discovery. I’m not sure what prompted me to quit, but I
haven
found myself at the bar buying Shauna a drink on Keith’s tab. Shauna
slithered up and down my leg as she sipped her Zombie.
“So, who taught you how to do that?” She asked.
“An old girlfriend.”
“Can we call her to join us?”
“I
’t talked to her in years.”
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“Oh. What was her name?”
“Christine.”
“And she liked spankings.”
“Oh yeah.”
“Are you sure we can’t call her?”
I nodded, not believing my luck.
“Is she Catholic?”
I thought about this and shrugged. “I guess so. Sure.”
Shauna laughed. “I knew it.” She took another sip. “Hey, do you mind,
well, if I pretend to
away, and then you sneak up behind me and do it
again?”
“Not a problem,” I slurred. Shauna slowly walked away, looking back and
smiling. Switching my whiskey to my left hand and shadow spanking
my
right, I began my approach. Then came a tap on the shoulder. Kelly.
“What are
doing?” She asked nicely, unaware.
I stopped and took a sip, briefly watching Shauna collide into a wall.
“Hey, Kelly. Want a drink?”
“No, thanks. I have work in the morning.”
I saw Shauna turn around, she smiled and walked back. I tried to hide.
Did you see that?” Shauna laughed. “I was anticipating it so much I
walked into the wall. Hi,” she said to Kelly as she
her arm, “are you
Christine?”
Kelly.”
shook hands, and I could see curiosity creeping on both of
their faces. If
saw my expression,
saw fear. I wanted to say
something,
all I could do was look for Keith. I found him, in a corner
intimately talking to Noel.
How do y’all know each other?” Shauna asked.
“We met a few weeks ago, why?” It was becoming clear
Kelly was
perturbed,
by what I have no clue, unless her obsession level with me was
anywhere near where mine was
her.
“Are you aware of his talent?” Shauna asked as she wrapped her bony
arms around me.
I said
to Kelly about how it was
to see her and that I
would call soon. “Come on,” I said to Shauna as I took her by the arm and
approached Noel and Keith.
“Wait a minute,” said Kelly, “What talent?”
Shauna couldn’t wait to explain, she even turned around and asked me to
show Kelly an example. Kelly looked at me and nodded. It was a nod that,
looking back, did not mean, “Go ahead you studly
impress me with
your spanking skills.” Instead, it was probably a nod that said quite the
opposite. At any rate, I spanked, Shauna squealed, and Kelly walked away.
We left soon afterwards, making plans to meet first at the Circle K, or
Circle Crap, as Shauna so cleverly renamed it, and then at Keith’s apartment
for drinks and spankings. As it turns out, however, Demon (pronounced
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Day-Mawn), Shauna’s dread-locked lover-Mon, ruined the party, telling me,
“You go on home now, I will take the girl.”
So I did.
Scout greeted me when I stumbled through my apartment door. She
thrashed her Frisbee in an enthusiastic invitation for late night playtime, but I
declined and promised her a walk once I recovered. Sulking, she shambled
to
corner. Dog hair and skunk stuffing rolled and floated as she plopped
to the floor and sighed.
I paused at the telephone and checked my messages.
was Carole. But
for the space of time between touching the button and hearing the voice, I
imagined it could be almost anyone.
I smiled and looked around. Outside, the security lamp burned
and
dim through my dusty blinds, and my place seemed cleaner once I turned
out the lights.
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Jonathan Barnes
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Marin Sorescu

If It’s Not Too Much
“What would you take with you,
If an occasion ever arose
For you to commute between Heaven and Hell
To give a few lectures?”

“A book, a bottle of wine, and a woman, Lord,
If it’s
too much.”
“You’re asking too much. Let’s cut the woman.
She’d
your ear off,
Cram your mind with gibberish.
You’d never have time to prepare your lectures.”
“I beseech you,
the book.
I’ll write one myself, Lord, so long as
I’ve a bottle of wine and a woman at hand.
That’s what I’d like, if it’s
too much.”

“You’re asking too much...
What would you take with you,
If an occasion ever arose
For you to commute between Heaven and Hell
To give a few lectures?”
“A bottle of wine and a woman,
If it’s
too much.”
“You’ve
asked for that more than once, why so pigheaded?
It’s too much. I’m telling you, let’s cut the woman.”
“What have you got against her, Lord, what’s your grudge?
Better to
the wine.
It’ll make me drowsy and
I can’t prepare my
Inspired by my beloved’s eyes.”

Silence, long minutes,
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Maybe as long as eternities,
Giving me time to forget.

“What would you like to take with you,
If an occasion ever arose
For you to commute between Heaven and Hell
To give a few lectures?”
“A
Lord, if it’s
too much.”
“You know you’re asking too much.
’ve already
the woman.”
“Much better to
the lectures,
Cut Heaven and Hell,
It’s either-or, all-or-nothing.
I’d be on the road between Heaven and Hell for no good purpose.
How can I alarm and appall sinners in
Unless I’ve a
didactic material, to demonstrate with?
How can I exalt the righteous in Heaven
Unless I’ve a book to expound to them?
And how can I bear the journey and the differences
In temperature, pressure, and luminosity
Between Heaven and Hell
Unless I’ve wine to give me a spot of courage?”
Translated by
Adam Sorkin
and Lidia Vianu
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Various

Passing Interviews
Throughout the Fall and Winter of 2004, the editors of The Yalobusha Review
decided to take advantage of the great influx of writers that flow through
Oxford, Mississippi each year by asking them for spontaneous answers to two rief
questions. We decided that one question would be related directly to the act of
writing and the other could be more broadly construed and interpreted.
first
question we asked each writer was, “What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an
artist?" The second question was, "What is terror?"

Robert Olen Butler

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I have forty mistakes that are short stories, I’ve got five God-awful novels,
and twelve dreadful full-length plays. I have a million words of mistakes that
never got published. And the fundamental mistake in all of them was that I
was writing from my head, which is I think the fundamental mistake of most
aspiring artists in literature. All million words were written from my head.
And I started writing and started publishing when I stopped writing from my
head and started writing from my unconscious, from the place where I
dream.
What is terror?
The prospect of four more years of George W. Bush.

Ron Carlson

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I have written scenes full speed, lights out, everything to the wall and
discovered
that I’d hurt someone’s feelings; they had glimpsed part of
knew and were thereby
What is terror?
Terror is realizing that for whatever reason, you are in the hands of stupidity.
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Joe Formichella

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
OK. I was going in cold to Mobile Bay Monthly, a periodical in Mobile,
Alabama. OK, it’s a coffee table magazine, but nobody reads anything
anyway. And I
in there with a
and I was so desperate
when
the editor said, “Try your hand at some non-fiction,”
I did. He had me
go and interview this guy
was playing Santa Claus at the mall...in
August. So Santa was dressed up in full regalia with his bag full of fake toys
and the guy was sweating to death and I had to have a picture to go with the
story or else they wouldn’t publish it. So I borrowed someone’s camera
I
couldn’t take a picture with it, and I just faked it, and it all just fell apart.
What is terror?
Terror is giving the piece
is most important to you to the person who
had defended you most frequently. And despite
you think about it,
there’s that level of
knowing and there is the height of opinion
you
know is going to
no matter what it is.

Silas House

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
question. Good one. The one that comes to mind is
able to
help falling into
regional writer thing. I’m writing
human beings,
not Appalachians,
Kentuckians, not Southerners,
people. But the
temptations is there, and in a
I do a disservice to my characters
I
help people project a “southern” view on my writing. It’s hard not to feed
into the pigeonholing of my characters as regional. I might play up the
regionalism. And I don’t mean to disparage regionalism—Madame Bovary is
regional—
there is always a danger there. The characters have their own
control. They should. And when I feed into that easy
I feel like I’m
doing a disservice to them.
What is terror?
Something happening to my family. I have two little girls and
g to them is the highest form of terror. Terror
is the fear of
something
that hasn’t happened yet. Terror has a different meaning than it
did before. It’s much more personal now.
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Suzanne Hudson

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I was talking to a group of ladies at a historical society near Point Clear,
Alabama, which is where they play polo and everything, and I thought it
would be a good idea to break the ice by reading a little crazy, stupid poem I
wrote about The Bomb and it didn’t go over very well.
What is terror?
Terror? Oh, it’s so many things. It’s bridges. It’s jets that look like sharks in
the sky. And
up in front of adults instead of children. That’s pretty
much it, terror.

Michael Knight

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I had this really good year in 1999. My 1st two books were just out and
getting decent reviews and both The New Yorker and Esquire had accepted
stories of mine and I was feeling OK about my career. My publisher made me
an offer. Two more books, a novel and a collection
they insisted on the
novel first. I’d been having a lot of success writing stories and the offer
wasn’t that great and I didn’t have any idea what my second novel should be
about and I was still sort of worn out from the first one so I said no thanks.
They offered more money. I asked would they do the stories first. They said
no but here’s even more money. I said no again. They said, Hey how bout
some more money? Eventually I got greedy and caved and
dropped
into the longest, driest most painful period of my life. I crapped out on about
ten novel ideas. I was choking huge
we’d bought a house and the money
was mostly spent. I was miserable and miserable to be
I’m sure.
Eventually my agent, bless him, told me to write what I wanted to
The
rest would work itself out, he said. So I
doing stories again and they
were pretty good and I found another publisher and paid back that
advance and I was happy again and lo and behold I had an idea for a novel
and now it’s written and I’m working on another one. What’s the moral? I’m
not sure, though it
has something to do with money. Or with
writing what you want.
What is terror?
Failing somehow as a father. Not the little everyday failures
some big one
beyond my imagination. My little
is 2—smart, beautiful, perfect. I try
to think about how I’ll make a mess of
but I figure its bound to
happen. That’s why it’s so scary. It looms, it looms.
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Jonathan Lethem

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
I wasted some time thinking there was
to hide, or defend, or
protect. In time I’ve come to understand
writing consists of
your defenses completely. Just like love.
What is terror?
Terror strikes me as the flipside of the coin of yearning. Most anything we
regard with terror is somehow attached to our own desires made external,
then thrust as far from our conscious minds as possible.

Michael Martone

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I didn’t read enough and I didn’t travel enough.
What is terror?
Forgetting. And forgetting to even remember.

Scott Morris

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
Not understanding that I need to make a living.
What is terror?
Waiting for many years and refusing to settle to try to find the right girl
when people kept saying I should settle or I should be in love and then I wait
long past the due date to meet someone, fall in love and then I lose her.
That’s terror.

Lewis Nordan

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
This is a question
immediately prompts me to skirt the seriousness of its
intent and to launch into a “most embarrassing moments” sort of answer. My
first thought was of a time when a women’s magazine asked me to do a short
biographical piece about some small household item
was important to
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me. I agreed, wrote the article, about a teapot my father had owned and had
passed on to me. I told of its origins, memories of my father breathing its
steam, its present place on my writing table, the magical connection I felt
between that teapot and my long lost father. The magazine loved the piece
and paid
Soon after I had banked the check, the editors called and
wanted me to mail them the teapot to be photographed for the article. I said,
no, it was too fragile. Then they offered to send
a photographer to take a
of the teapot in my home. This is where the problem began. There
was no teapot. I had made up the teapot. Nothing about it was true, so of
course there was no teapot to be photographed. I made the lie worse by
claiming that the teapot was too personal to let some stranger come into the
house and photograph it. The editors said that was all right,
I could
it myself and send them the picture. I went to every junk store
within two hundred miles looking for a teapot
matched the peculiar
description of the one I had written about. At last I found one that was the
right color and shape and so on but was too large. So I photographed it
alongside some enormous books—the Oxford English Dictionary, the Folio
of Shakespeare’s works, for example. The photo was an obvious fraud
I
sent it anyway. The editors decided to run the article with a drawing of a
teapot instead of the photograph. Nothing more was ever said.
That’s the kind of story that first comes to mind when I hear the
question. But the truth is, the worst mistake I ever made as an
was in
thinking that alcohol made me more creative. Instead it nearly ruined me as a
writer and a person.
What is terror?
When I think of terror I generally think in clichés, the kinds of terror you see
in movies,
passionate screaming and imminent danger of a hackneyed
sort. The times I have actually felt anything akin to terror have been times
when I felt no passion at all, no heat,
only a shut-down, depressed
numbness. Once when my son went missing—and was later found dead—I
would say I was terrified during those two weeks
we were searching for
him. And yet there was no
only a weariness and sluggishness and
dread.

George Singleton

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I don’t consider myself an artist. I’m just a writer. I’m just doing a craft. It’d
be like weeding a garden; you know, I’m just gardening. And the biggest
mistake I’ve had gardening in the writing field would have to be trying to
look at what
people are doing and saying, “oh, I’ve got to do it
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way.” I’m serious about that. “Oh, here’s how The New Torker does it,
therefore I have to do it that way.” That’s fucked up. I’m just trying to weed
the garden the
I want to.
What is terror?
Terror is going in front of a classroom to teach and thinking
you’re a
teacher. What you should do, what the best teaching is, is trying to give them
a little bit of
without having them knowing they’re being taught.
So terror is when you go in and go, “Oh look at me. I’m the instructor, I’m
the professor, I’m the teacher" and you go in there and realize that you’re a
fucking idiot.

Brad Watson

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
Oh shit. Turn it off for a second, I’ve got to think. It’s got to be
spontaneous? I’ve made so many mistakes I don’t know if I can be
spontaneous about it.
OK. The biggest mistake I made was quitting for seven years. I gave
up on it for a while. I wrote bad
and I got really rusty and it took
me three or four more years to get it back. So I lost about ten years.
What is terror?
Oh, that’s easy. Terror is
time.

part of myself I don’t dare look at most of the

Tom Williams

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
The worst mistake is
to realize that though I was the hero of every
story in my life,
I was not the hero in every story that I would

What is terror?
God.
That's the look we’ve gotten every time.
I know. And I think it’s because nobody who answers this question wants to
get remotely close to the standard operating procedure. Well, terror to me is
really just not knowing. And it doesn’t have to be anything related to
something that’s going to go on in the world or Islamists or anything like
that. It’s just
being able to predict what happens, no matter how smart I
think I am. And I think
as a writer, you can work through every possible
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scenario and there will always remain something beyond your imagination.
And that can happen right away. And that’s terror.
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Maria Fire

An Objectionable Ghazal
On good days I might commit to having the truth ground out in me.
I know a man who was tortured with electric shocks to his testicles.

90% of coated birds die after heavy oil stains are washed from their bodies.
My friend says unfettered happiness comes to very few, and only seldom.
When it howls for no apparent reason, you know your body’s not your own.
A poet once
me we share a love for the consoling power of desolation.
The very word vermin conjures visions of gnawing hell.
Dante was desperate
he advised us all to Look, look well...”
Sometimes those who were tortured remain tortured.
I want to redeem the days of which my madness robbed me.

The old was “an eye for an eye.” The new is “I will
submit.”
If we take another look, we might notice that we are the
people.
I hope never to be waiting at the border with the one suitcase.
Let me look at the dark,
or the light will never grab my face.

A prostitute asks, “Guess what it’s like to choose life without love.”
Consider the paradox that both murderers and martyrs need severe mercy.

Cruelty haunts me, and I’m tired of being a cheerleader up the ass.
Sometimes I forget to taste how good my life can be.
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Allen Wier

From GIDEON JONES’ JOURNAL
I Become an Undertaker
(July, 1865)
We were over three weeks out of Westport Landing when Major
Benson’s scout, Jake Tuttle, came riding up with news.
“We’ve got the Platte, Senor. Manana noon. Wallows and Indian sign.”
Pawnee?” the Major asked.
“No estoy seguro. Maybe, Ponca.”
“A little far south for them,” the Major said.
Tuttle shrugged.
“How many?” the Major asked.
“No le se. Can’t tell. De mas―too many.”
The Major
and sent word down the line to have someone
a
gun watch from every wagon. That night nobody slept much, except Chief
Bones. I sat up
my Hawkin. Every coyote howl sounded like a wild
Indian. But when the east grew light the train was intact.
By noon, grass that had been high as the horses’ bellies barely reached
their fetlocks. Low hills of sand rose
of the rank grass. Then we came to
the first of several gorges and ravines
Major Benson said spread out from
the Platte, still more than an hour’s ride away. As we got even closer to the
river, the sand was knee deep in places. When the Platte finally appeared it
was
just one river but several narrow streams spreading like tree roots.
The Platte River is as dark brown as a bay horse, and the sandy banks are
yellow.
The Major parlayed
Jake Tuttle and a heavyset, dark-complected
man called Sweet. Talk in the train had
the child of a buffalo hunter
and his squaw (by some, said to be an Osage, by others, a Wichita); different
talk made him a white captive raised by the Wichita. He never spoke to
anybody
or the Major, and when he talked to them he used a
mixture of Spanish and Indian words. Since then I’ve come to know a
many of those words, but at the time I asked
what language Sweet was
talking, and he smiled at me and said “Wichita, Kiowa, Comanche, se dice de
diversos modos, he says it in different ways.” The few who’d stood close to
him claimed he gave off a strong animal stink. The Major, Jake Tuttle, and
Sweet hunkered down over
so-called, Indian sign.
“Man alive,” Benson said.
“Los indios" Tuttle said.
“ Wahat-eh-samon, pihet-eh-samon"
said.
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Tuttle whistled low. "Muchisimas indios," he whispered.
“Can I depend on you?” the Major said.
“No vale la pena," Tuttle said.
“Heeppet? Heeppet?" Sweet said.
At the time all I could understand was that they were talking about
Indians. Since then, I’ve picked up some Spanish and even a few Comanche
phrases. Now, I know to look for bent and broken blades of grass, to note in
which direction the flattened blades lay, to find small bare spots of earth
beneath sparse grass and search for hoofprints. Most Indian ponies are
unshod. Deep prints indicate they’d been made in mud or that a horse carries
a heavy load—buffalo meat, hides, more than one rider. Older prints hold
more windblown dirt. A
tracker can blow dirt from completely hidden
tracks and estimate, depending on the wind and terrain,
long it has
taken to cover them. But the day I looked down over the hunkered Major
and his men, all I heard were the major’s fears and words that sounded most
like birds chirping and dogs barking; all I saw was more grass.
and
said a small Pawnee party had passed a few days ago,
maybe a renegade band off the reservation but more likely hunting the
buffalo who’d recently left their shapes in the mud. The immigrant trail
follows the river
but Major Benson decided to water up, then pull the
train south several miles before continuing west, parallel to but out of
of the river.
I helped Joe and Mr. Speer get their water barrels to the river’s
Mr.
Speer had to
eight to ten feet into the river, about half-a-mile wide here,
to be in deep enough water to hold a barrel under to fill it.
Knee-high,” Speer said. “I suspect it’s
much deeper all the
across.”
Deerflies and mosquitoes hung over the edge of the water, and Joe and I
waved them away. I slapped one on the side of my face and my ear rang and
went hot. There was blood on my hand, the black smear of a fly big as my
settled l. I cupped water from
watched
the river and washed my ear and
that neck; the
sign,
water was gritty with sand. Back at the
Speer
wagon,
I
filled
a
dipper from
64
the barrel, killing time, hoping Dorsey would climb from inside their wagon.
I held the water in the sun and
sand settle on the bottom of the
dipper. The water was the color of coffee and almost as warm when I sipped.
Grit
on the back of my tongue and between my teeth. I rinsed and
spat, chewed the grit down.
After two days we had seen no more Indian
and the Major headed
us back northwest to follow closer to the river. I’d about given up on seeing
Indians; then we topped a hill, and Major Benson gave the word to halt the
wagons. Everyone got quiet except Mary Thurston’s infant son, James, who
cried near as constant as the wind. Mary set the brake and stepped back into
her wagon with Baby James, and he stopped crying. The prairie wind hums
in grass and makes wagon covers moan animals shift in leather
pulls
against metal hooks and buckles, against wooden rods and shafts, a constant
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keening song.
I dismounted my wagon and walked to the crest of the hill where the
Major and several men crouched. A mile or more down the hillside, two
naked, dark-skinned men struggled to push a freighter’s wagon out of a
muddy depression a good two or three hundred feet wide. I soon learned to
watch for these huge buffalo wallows as a source of water. The two men we
watched were not good teamsters. One of their horses was lunging, jerking
hopelessly against the whip and the weight of the mired
Another
horse was down in the mud, unmoving, impeding any progress they might’ve
made.
The Major took a telescope from his saddlebags and extended the brass
tube,
the men below us. “Arapaho,” he said, pushing the telescope
into itself and pointing with the tube as he ordered several men, myself
included, to saddle up to join our mounted guard in an attack.
“Arapaho—this far east?” Mr. Speer said. He
softly, then went
on, “Wouldn’t Arapaho have spotted us by now?”
Major Benson’s mouth tightened and, his lips pouched up like he was
pulling their drawstring
his tongue.
Speer raced on, “I’ve heard tell that the Indians along the Platte River
are Pawnee—reservation Indians. For all we know, we’re on reservation land.
And just two of them. How does it benefit us to stir up trouble? I say we
go on by, neighborly like.”
Major Benson looked at Mr. Speer as if he were a pitiful case, a boy
playing at a man’s chore. The Major looked to Tuttle who was over by the
Speer wagon,
against the right front wheel with a silly smile on his
face. Tuttle stepped to the back of the wagon where Mrs. Speer stood with
her arm around Dorsey’s shoulders. The man reached out and lifted Mrs.
Speer’s waist-long black hair, held it up in the
"Senor Speer,”
said, loud enough for all to hear, "Eso se dice, they
say that los indios take the whole scalp with one slice. Once they have this
pretty hair, they’ll take the rest of her mas despacio, very slow.”
Major Benson spoke in an unemotional, matter-of-fact way. “
you
fellers got women and children. These Arapaho are savage as a meat axe. You
just put your mind on the worst things possible a red-skinned devil can do to
your woman. Start with the sound of her calico being tore and ripped
completely off and go on from the sight of her body laid out neckid in that
prairie muck. Picture a stinking, neckid heathen stoked up meaner and
than his usual animal hungers.” He smiled grimly.
The men stared at their boots, jaws set, eyes fixed straight ahead.
Confronted by Indians—Negroes, too―white men profess fear for the
sanctity of their women. I wonder if we fear some natural, human longing for
the dark, some primal yearning for what is mysterious or unspeakable
goes back to the story of forbidden fruit in the Garden. Mostly, I think we
seek excuses for our mean spirits and our uncertainty about anything
unfamiliar.
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“You picture what that neckid Buck is readying to do to your wives and
daughters?” The Major whispered. The smile remained on his face until the
men began to
up.
“Watch your rear,” the Major said. “Where there’s two redskins in
there’s more hid.”
Speer refused to ride with us or to let the boy, Joe, ride
us. I
wondered on which side of this account Dorsey would come down, and, in
spite of myself, hoped she saw me as brave and dashing in the attack we were
about to make. When every rifle was
primed, and cocked we
charged off down the hill. We stirred up a world of
and I couldn’t see
the men in front of me. I was on a big, swaybacked mare off someone’s farm,
and she was not happy about galloping down this hill, probably the first time
she’d run in years. My innards sloshed up and down, and my Hawken
bounced so it was all I could do to keep from dropping it. I
to hold
on
out of fear
Dorsey see me let slip. The reins of the mare
slapped so loud against the rifle barrel, I thought my gun might be firing.
Then louder reports sounded close, and my ears rang. With a sudden sound
of hooves sucking mud, I pitched forward and landed on my back. The dust
vanished, and I looked up at clear sky, brightness all air, so much air. Yet, no
air came into my yearning mouth, and my empty chest went cold. I
wondered why I didn’t feel the puncture of the arrow or the spear or
whatever the Arapaho had used to kill me.
"Que burro eres" yelled
from high above me on his horse. Then
he was down, and his boot heel kicked hard into my stomach. I bucked
sideways and breath knifed into me again. I sucked air so hard I got a
grasshopper in my mouth. Unwounded, I’d
died of fright.
my rifle barrel was plugged
mud and grass. Beside me was
I first
took to be a gray boulder but turned out to be a big gray American mule
lying on its side still harnessed to the stuck wagon. The other mule sat like a
huge dog, its rear in the mud up to its croup, its front legs locked. The
sitting mule trembled and blood flowed from a bullet hole in its neck down
its shoulder and ribs to pool at its flank and from there spread a widening red
stain over the mud. For longer than I would have thought possible, more
blood than I would have thought possible spilled from the animal’s wound
and covered the ground. The mule trembled; its eyes widened,
still it
made no sound. Then there came a deep rattling in its throat, the front legs
crumpled, and the heavy neck and head collapsed into the mud beside its
harness mate.
Then I saw the dead Indians—
Indians at all,
two Negroes naked
as the day they were born.
The Major showed us blue shackle scars on the ankles and wrists of the
dead men. “Runaways,” he said, “near as
as Indians.” He refused
to halt the train to bury the bodies. “Savages and snowfall ain’t gonna hold
off for us to bury niggers.”
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Cotton trousers and feed sack tops lay folded beneath the Negroes’
wagon seat. They must have figured to spare their poor clothes the mud, that
or the summer heat or the joy of freedom—slaves no
just two men
beneath miles of sky, no wall or chain in sight—made them strip, though
Major Benson said their nakedness was "nigger perversion.”
From one of their trouser pockets Mr. Speer pulled a folded paper.
Sunlight flared off Speer’s
hair and gathered in his hands where the
paper caught the sun, the sheet burnished
“Freedmen,” Mr. Speer read
out loud. He shook his head. Joe and Dorsey looked as surprised as the rest
of us. Surprised, I
Speer was right and the Major
“To a nigger that just means free from labor,” the Major said. “I did my
duty in Vicksburg,
not for
those black devils. Freed niggers slip
away to suck on the teats of working whites. A nigger on the loose can’t look
after himself; he’s a nuisance and a troublemaker prone to getting corned on
cheap whiskey. A nigger gets a brick in his hat, he’s gone wrathy and bound
to wake snakes. Least as bad as a Indian. We likely saved some
woman
from thievery and rape.”
Dorsey’s arms, shoulders, neck, head, twitched as if she had a chill. Speer
told Major Benson he was taking his wagon
of the train. “Those as
want,” Speer’s voice rose, a kind of bird-screech, “are
to come
with us.” And in spite of his singing-voice, the man seemed to me to
have grown taller and more rawboned since the first time I’d looked him
over.
Major Benson said it suited him fine if they ever farmer’s son went out
Speer,
he’d watch for their scalps in Indian camps, look for their
bodies burned black in the
or frozen blue in the Rockies. “Just
remember,” he said, his voice so low some words got blown off in the prairie
butsave your
redwhile
mounted
e, “there’s no soldier boys
out here to
hides. Me and my men
are all that stand between you and numberless tribes of savages. You want to
follow this coot you’re just crazy, crazy as a loon. When some red buck slices
your scalp and peels off your skin down to the bottoms of your feet and ties
your skint flesh out over a
ant hill, when he hacks off your privates and
stuffs them in your mouth to muffle your screaming, when he molests your
children and rapes your wife
you lie there gagging on your bloody
parts, you remember me. I want to be the last, sad memory you have.”
"Hee, hee, hee" Tuttle’s squeaking laugh stopped when the Major flashed
him a glare.
Then the Major added that nobody who left got a two-cent piece back of
what he’d paid. This caused an audible stir among the settlers. “Let’s
vamoose,” the Major said. He and his men
up, and all wheeled
their horses around, backs to the wagons, and they rode on, following the
Platte.
Men whose guns were still warm stood over the bodies without looking
at them. One and two at a time, they all
three climbed their wagons and
followed in Joshua Benson’s wake.
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Not counting the Negroes’ mud-stuck freighter, three wagons remained:
Speer’s, Hiram Thurston’s, and mine. I don’t reckon I stayed behind because
I love Negroes especially, though I have a warm memory of the two black
men who delivered me from the charnel house of the Baltimore asylum, and
the cow-handler, Knobby Cotton, is one of the true friends I’ve known,
I
had
Knobby back when we attacked the two Negroes. Back in
Cumberland, Colonel Powell-Hughes and Win-Shu had showed me
my
best bet could be a Scotsman or even a Chinaman. That moment staring
down at the ebony and ruined bodies of two let-go slaves, I thought on how
my best bet might be a Negro sometime, or even someone who seemed as
much a fool as Mr. Speer. Not that staying behind necessarily meant I was
throwing in
Speer. I sure did
stay because I was fearless of Indians. I
think I stayed most because I didn’t want to ride away,
of sight of
Dorsey, and because I didn’t trust Major Benson the least. Even with his
spyglass, he’d taken the Negroes for Indians, which made him no wiser a
guide than I. That, or he’d seen a way to kill two men for being colored,
which made him at least as dangerous as going on without his guidance. Not
that Speer’s persuasive tongue would be any comfort against Indian war cries.
Maybe Indians, hoping for greater loot, would come down on Major
Benson’s larger train—he now had the wagons of five families plus his two
supply wagons—before they’d bother with our puny outfit of just three
wagons. Of course, the Indians might like their chances against the few of us.
Fact is, I’ve never
being preached at and threatened. Fact is, I
my
oxen and mute Chief Bones a world better than I liked Major Joshua Benson
and his ilk, or Mr. Speer, either. But Speer’s stepdaughter, Dorsey, was more
than a temptation.
I asked the ladies what they had in their wagons that might serve for a
shroud, and they shook their heads. Then Dorsey pulled from a trunk a blue
and yellow quilt.
“Dorsey,” said Laura Etta Speer. “That was the last quilt your
grandmother pieced. Annie sent it from Pennsylvania, and I finished quilting
it the week my mother died.”
“Mama, you gave it to me.”
Mrs. Speer nodded,
her face still said no. I took the quilt from
Dorsey, our fingers almost touching on a field of blue feed-sack flowers,
which made the point of a blue star. The quilt’s
was rows of blue
stars separated by yellow stripes. When I asked did anyone have any lilac or
rose water, Mrs. Speer looked hurt enough to cry
went resolutely to the
trunk and brought out a vial of amber oil that smelled sweet as any St. Louis
fancy lady. Then she left me to complete my ablutions alone, leading Dorsey
away to the shade of the Thurston wagon where Mary Thurston rested on
the ground beside little Lucy, who rocked her baby brother in her little arms,
the Thurston’s spotted fice dog stretched out, asleep with his muzzle resting
on Lucy’s thigh.
I washed the corpses in muddy water seeped up around their wagon
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wheel. One body had suffered the loss of an ear, in addition to five bullet
holes I found; near as I could tell, the other had nine such craters. I
wondered how many were fired by settlers, how many by Benson’s men.
With the thick brown mud, which was not far from the color of the darker
man’s skin, I covered wounds as well as I could. I had read in my one
volume of the Encyclopaedia Americana, under WAX FIGURES, about
Greek puppet-makers, artists who worked chiefly in wax, about the use of wax
figures in sorcery, and about how life-sized wax figures overstep the proper
limit of the fine arts.
Says the encyclopedia: They attempt to imitate life too closely. In the
genuine work of art there is an immortal life, in idea, which speaks to our souls
without attempting to deceive our senses.
wax figure ... is a petrified
picture of our earthly part.
I read
vegetable
imitated in wax by more recent artists . . .
do not produce the same unpleasant emotions as wax images of men and
animals, because they have, by nature, a more stationary character.
It appears to me that the undertaker shares some of the concerns of the
artist, freed of the dictum
immortal life be caught—the undertaker’s
being only to (briefly) deceive the senses, to petrify earthly parts for
one last picture.
I searched without success for the missing ear. Had I some beeswax or a
candle to melt down, I could have sculpted a more representative imitation of
the missing anatomical part. Man, you are
to mud, I thought, and I
fashioned a counterfeit ear
could not have deceived the most elementary
sound into entering there. I called Joe from where he stood
Mr. Speer
and Hiram talking and digging shapes in the mud with sticks.
helped me
lift the naked bodies and lay them
on the clean quilt. I wrapped a length
of leather up under one man’s chin to force his gaping mouth closed and tied
it tight in the furry Negro hair. Then I folded up the bodies in the one quilt,
sprinkled Mrs. Speer’s precious scent over the bright shroud, and weighted
their eyes with my own silver dollars. Though wrongly colored and
numbered, the stars and stripes of the quilt
me of our nation’s flag
and the recent war to free men such as these unfortunates.
“No need for this heavy freight wagon to go wasting,” Speer said. “What
say you, Hiram?”
Hiram Thurston put a stay-chain through the loop at the end of the
Negroes’ wagon tongue. Mary Thurston unhitched their team and Hiram
attached the chain to his doubletree with a clevis. Mary clucked, the spotted
dog barked, and Mary
the team off with the Negro freighter
jouncing right out behind.
Mr. Speer surprised me. He squatted by the bodies and tucked the
freedom papers inside the quilt. I read three names: William Smith on one
paper, Joshua and Amelia Jones on the other.
had happened to Amelia,
which of the dead men was William, which was Joshua?
Speer got up and without looking at me said, “We best commence with
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the burying.”
I tied together broken lengths of harness off the dead mules and used
the strap to truss the men tight in the quilt. We toted the bodies in the same
wagon
had carried them here, moving down to the far end of the buffalo
wallow, far as we could get from the dead mules while remaining in the soft
mud where easier digging could go deeper. Hiram and Joe started digging
one wide hole. By the time
were knee-deep Hiram stopped,
Joe
kept digging so I got in the grave and helped and, though the last shovels
were
half-full of the unyielding earth, we managed a hole more than
waist deep. We stopped to rest and wipe sweat from our faces, then Joe
helped me lay the weighty bundle alongside the ditch.
Dorsey came and stood close. “You could bury
Indian skeleton,” she
said. “The grave looks wide enough for three.”
I wasn’t ready to part with Chief Bones. “Not yet,” I said. “I’ve got to
bury him in his home soil.” Dorsey nodded. But her eyes lingered on me,
and I wonder if she appraised me loony. I had told her I spent time in a
Baltimore asylum—maybe she took me for an escaped patient.
The Speers, the Thurstons, and I stood in that mud wallow in the prairie
and bowed our heads. Hiram Thurston read the
from Galatians about
the bondmaid and the freewoman, ending with these two verses:
So then, Brethren, we are not children of the bondwoman, but of the free.
Standfast therefore in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free, and
be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage.
Hiram said the words about dust to
and Joe and I slid the bodies
into the grave.
The wind slacked up for a moment, just as Mary Thurston lifted her face
and sang in a voice as clear and as acute as the blue cloudless sky so immense
above us:
On Jor-dan’s storm-y banks I stand,
And cast a wish-ful eye
To Ca-naan’s fair and hap-py
Where my pos-ses-sions lie.

As she sang, her infant son cradled in her arms moved his small arms and
hands as if he were directing a choir of angels singing silently above us. Lucy
joined her with the beginning of the second stanza, and then, Dorsey. I put
my voice next to Dorsey’s and Mrs. Speer and Hiram joined in, and finally
Mr. Speer, who sang with the voice of a young girl, and next after Dorsey he
was the sweetest
of us all.
Hiram dropped his chin to his chest and we all bowed our heads
him. I looked down at the blue stars of the quilt Dorsey’s grandmother
pieced and thought how these men were getting a kind of hero’s burying,
wrapped in stars and stripes, and thought how now they really were
Freedmen. Then I peeked at Dorsey and her eyes were on me. I hoped no
one else saw the smile break across my face, though it died down some when
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Dorsey showed not a trace of gladness in return and I closed my eyes. After a
spell Hiram hadn’t said anything so I looked up to see if we were still
. Dorsey title
was looking up, too,but
and we exchanged
what I still
protection
dirt like to
think
“ was a look of understanding, a look that acknowledged the forces
beyond our control that had separated us from the
of the larger
train. Hiram Thurston never said a word,
after a while he lifted his head
up and the funeral was over, though no one commenced to shovel the
back. Mr. Speer and Hiram and Joe went to the water kegs and passed the
dipper around. Hiram’s dog begged for a drink and when Hiram thought no
one was looking he held the dipper down and let the dog lap from it.
I followed Mrs. Speer and Dorsey and little Lucy and Mary Thurston
carrying baby James, all of us a distance behind the men.
“Ma’am,” I said, and they waited for me and when I caught up to them
Mrs. Speer turned to see what it was I had to say, and I had no idea, I just
wanted a reason to stand close to Dorsey. “Ma’am, thank you for the sweet
scent and for the burying-quilt.”
Mrs. Speer looked at me and then looked at her daughter. I was so sure
she knew how bad I wanted to get close to Dorsey I half expected her to
smile or pat us both on the arm, but instead she reached up under the wagon
seat and got a canvas pouch and reached in and gave me a stack of corn
dodgers baked the evening before.
Here,” she said, “we was taught to recompense the undertaker.”
Already, the
sounded natural enough.
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Fred Ferraris

Back in the Cradle Again
I walked off the street and into the Lonesome Lizard Saloon. The air
conditioning
me like a shotgun blast of similes. Before I could adjust to
the gloom, Ricky Ricardo was in my face.
Hey man, I have an espina to pick
you.” He wasn’t smiling.
“Shoot, partner.” I sat down. The table was black from years of being
handled by Night Soil Party members. Ricky leaned across the sticky surface.
“Last time you placed me here, náufrago, you filled my
dialect.”
“What’s your point?”
“Dialect is out, chicarrón. Hinting at a
’s ethnic background is
okay,
you don’t go around
funny. Intelligent readers hate funny
spelling.” Ricky brought
a gun and placed it on the table. I recognized it
immediately as Jesaru Durango’s favorite smokepole, his coffee mill carbide.
I looked
the window. Storm clouds were blowing in. “Are we
finished here, Rick?”
He shook his head. “Stick around for the show, sacudida. Lucy and I
have something especial in mind for you.”
The waitress sauntered over. She put a dog collar on my neck. Once
again I was being forced to
my efforts to ignore the obvious. “I’ll
have a caffe ristretto," I said.
“Sure you want a ristretto this early in the day?” She smiled and attached
a leash to my collar with one hand, while she picked up Jesaru’s gun, wrote
down my order, and and lit a cigarette
the other. I was impressed.
“I know how to handle my caffeine,” I said in a level tone,
I
couldn’t take my eyes off
leash. “You know what you’re doing
that
thing?”
“You bet I do, Twitch. ” She looped the leash around my head and
winked. “Tell me why you’re really here and I’ll give you a free piece of
heyduck strudel.” Her lips were the color of bruised liver. I wondered if she
was hooked on petrochemical derivatives.
“Just tell Osama I’m here.”
All the
went out of her voice. “What do you want
Osama?”
“That’s for me to know and you to find out.”
She snapped her bubble gum, hard. “You’re a Philistine and a pitch man,
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Ophonic.”
I could see I’d stung her, but I couldn’t let up. “I know you are, but
what am I?”
She was fighting back tears
she came back with the attaché case,
the one I’d assigned her to deliver to my old friend, Jesaru Durango. She
shoved it across the table at me. "What the hell are you doing in Jesaru’s
story, dog?”
Fifty years later, Jesaru Durango and I sat at a table on my veranda, playing
go. I had just been hired by the Permanent Puppet Government to supervise
the
reformed hotel system and my apartment on the eleventh floor of
the Hotel Gryphius provided a nice view of the Euphrates. A gaggle of guests
in orange jump suits were picking up litter down by the river. Their faces
were the color of bruised eggplant. An image worth repeating? You bet! But
at the moment expository prose was the last thing on my mind. Osama had
delivered a message, a very nasty message. Sooner or later
and I, as
leaders of The Free World, would have to respond. Jesaru cleared his ear with
a matchbook cover from the Baghdad Exxon Inn. “What do you think of this
idea: a Worldwide Imperial Kleptocracy!" he asked.
It might be worth killing for,
my paycheck isn’t,” I said, as I walked out
and left him brooding over the way we had laid down the stones.
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Mark David Cohen

Kosher Ping-Pong
For Mark Spencer, who first believed in this one
In May of 1999, I decided that I had written every possible short
there was to be written about the
of Chicago. I thought it would be a
nice change of pace to write a short
about the New York City Jewish
scene. I decided to move in with my sister, Jocelyn, who had deserted the
family denomination and had become Orthodox, and lived in Borough Park.
I wanted to research the situation before I
So I gave her a call.
"Hello, Jocelyn?” I said.
“Annie!” she said. “I haven’t heard from you in a long time. You must
have a reason for calling me.”
“I want to move in with you and Avram for a month so I can write a story.”
“That would be loads of fun. It would be just like old times.”
I hung up and called my mother in Highland Park.
“Mom, I’m going to New York for a month. I’m staying with Jocelyn.”
“Maybe you’ll meet some nice Jewish boy and settle down,” she said.
“Mom!” I said. Actually, the thought had crossed my mind. I was tired
of living in
and working as a free-lance writer. I was tired of sucking
on lubricated condoms and telling myself I was free. So I took off for New
York and this is the story I came up with:

It’s a great burden being the best female ping-pong player in the world.
I’m always getting in the papers, and traveling around the country. I decided
to take a month off and stay with my Orthodox sister Jessie, who lived in
Borough Park, Brooklyn, and was married to a diamond trader. I hoped I
could find some peace of mind and relax for a while.
I left my parents’ house in Highland Park,
early in the morning
on a cool October day. I lived with my parents, even though I was 26 years
old, because there was no point in having my own place since I traveled so
much. I kissed my mother goodbye and got into a cab for O’Hare Airport. I
took a direct flight for New York. No one sat next to me, thank God. I
arrived at LaGuardia Airport around two in the afternoon. took me half an
to get my luggage. Besides my carry-on bag, I had two big suitcases.
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Some Yuppie in a business suit offered to help me,
I said, “No thanks,”
and lifted the bags off the belt and headed outside.
Jessie was waiting for me in her beat-up
with her two
children, Natan and Shoshanah, in the back. Natan was four, Shoshanah was
two, and Jessie was expecting one more. She could hardly fit behind the
steering wheel. I hadn’t seen her in a year.
I threw my bags into the trunk of her car and got in. “It’s good to see
you, Jessie,” I said.
“Same here, Amy,” she said.
“Why’s Aunt Amy wearing a yarmulke?” Natan asked from the back.
“Because Aunt Amy’s crazy,” Jessie said.
The traffic on the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway was terrible, as usual.
Jessie drove like a maniac, weaving in and out of traffic.
“Crazy Amy, crazy Amy,” Natan
“Hey, I can read your
name on your yarmulke:
”
I had knitted the yarmulke myself. “That’s pretty good, Jess,” I said.
“Natan can read already.”
“He’s a little genius,” Jessie said. “I’m teaching him to read English and
Avram’s teaching him to read Hebrew and Yiddish. He starts Yeshivah next
year.”
Jessie called to the back, “Natan, you’re going to have to sleep in
Shoshanah’s room while Aunt Amy’s here.”
“I don’t want to sleep with a girl!” Natan protested.
“Be nice to your Aunt Amy,” Jessie said.
“Oh-kay,” Natan said.
Shoshanah was looking out the window, mesmerized by the passing
sights.
“Look, Mommy, a tree,” she said.
“We do have a few trees in Brooklyn,” Jessie chuckled.
I laughed.
Amazingly, we found a parking spot right in front of Jessie’s apartment
building. She lived on the second floor, in a giant three-bedroom apartment.
After I got unpacked, she came into my room and asked point-blank,
“You’re going to come to shul every Shabbos with us, right?”
But that’s a drag, Jess. Sitting upstairs with all those women.”
It’s like a little party. You’ll have fun.”
“Okay,” I said. “But I’m going to a Reform Temple on Friday nights. Is
there one nearby?”
“Sure, it’s on 46th Street. I’ll show you how to get there.”
I took a walk around the neighborhood. I had been there twice before. I
found McDovid’s, a kosher fast-food joint. I ordered a hamburger and a
Coke, and watched the passing crowds from my window seat. Almost
everybody was Orthodox.
I became aware
somebody was standing behind me. I turned around
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and saw an Orthodox Jew, probably in his mid-forties, with a full, black
beard and a hat.
He looked at me and said, “What’s a nice Jewish goil like you doing
wearing a yarmulke?”
I’m Reform,” I said. “I can do
I want to.”
Reform?” he said. “You people eat pork!”
“Not me,” I said, between bites.
“I’m Anatoly Silberstein,” he said. “I’m
the Jewish Defense
Organization.”
“Oh yeah. You keep the streets safe for poor little girls like me.”
“You sure have an attitude. I haven’t seen you around here before.”
“I’m visiting my sister Jessie.”
“Jessie Schwartz? I know her. What’s your name?”
“Queen Esther,” I said.
Anatoly backed off. “Okay, okay, you don’t want to be friends; I
don’t want to be friends.”
I felt sorry for the poor guy.
“Come back here, Anatoly,” I said. “My name is Amy Cooper. And I do
to be your friend.”
Anatoly moved forward,
I could see his guard was up.
“What do you do?” he asked.
“I’m captain of the U.S. Women’s Ping-Pong team.”
“You’re kidding again, right?”
“No, this time I’m serious.”
Do you play on the Shabbos?”
“No,” I said. “And I don’t fly on Shabbat, either.”
He looked relieved.
“There’s a ping-pong table at the Jewish Community Center,” he said.
“Maybe we could play tomorrow?”
“Two o’clock?”
“Got it,” Anatoly said. “I know all the staff, so I could get you in. But I
don’t know what they’ll think of me playing with a goil.”
I think God will forgive you.”
“Such a saber-toothed wit,” Anatoly said. By the way, I’m married.”
“I’m not.”
“I have some friends I could introduce you to.”
“No thanks.”
“So tomorrow at two.”
I’ll be there,” I said. I finished my sandwich. Anatoly left McDovid’s
looking behind him, as if he was afraid I would attack him with a real saber.
I went back to Jessie’s place and told her about my new friend.
She said, Be careful, Amy. Anatoly’s a little meshuggeh.”
I know,” I said.
I
over to the Jewish Community Center the next day. It was a
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Thursday. Anatoly was waiting for me outside.
“I wasn’t sure if you were going to come,” he said.
"I'm here,” I said. “Let’s
”
We breezed into the Center and went downstairs. There were two pingpong tables. One was occupied by two young Chassidim in payes. They
watched in amazement as I beat Anatoly, 21-4.
Boy, you’re good,” Anatoly said.
Look,” one of the boys said, “Anatoly’s playing with a
And she’s
good!”
“I play Chinese style,” I said. “You get a better spin on the ball that
way.”
I showed Anatoly how to play Chinese style. The next game I beat him
21-10.
“I give up,” he said. “I’ve got to practice. How
at two?”
“I’ll be here,” I said. And I turned around and
upstairs feeling
good.
I went back to Jessie’s apartment and told her of my victories. She
laughed. And then she said, with a smile, “Amy, Anatoly’s going to beat you
some day.”
“No way,” I said.
“Way,” she said. “How
men in this country can beat you?”
“About a dozen.”
“Well, Anatoly’s going to be one of them. He doesn’t like to lose at
anything.”
“We’ll see,” I said. “Now how about directions to that Reform Temple?”
I
over to Temple Beth El the next night. Services started at 8:00
p.m. I got there right on time. It was an old-fashioned Cathedral of a
building, built when there were probably still a lot of Reform Jews in the
neighborhood. That night, twenty-five people were there, most of them old.
The Rabbi and the Assistant Rabbi came in through a door behind the
pulpit. The Rabbi was a man in his fifties, with gray hair and a pompous style.
The Assistant Rabbi was a young man,
right out of Rabbinical
School. He was very handsome. I fell in love right away.
After services, I grabbed a cup of coffee and a piece of cake in the Social
Hall and cornered the Assistant Rabbi just after he finished talking to an
elderly couple.
“Hi, I’m Amy Cooper,” I said, “but you can call me Amy.”
“I’m Rabbi
Marcus,” he said with a smile, “
you can call me
Jack.”
“I’m visiting my sister for a month. I live in Chicago.”
“Chicago. That’s a nice town.”
“I like it,” I said. “How long have you been out of Hebrew Union
College?”
I graduated two Mays ago,”
said.
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“From the Greenwich Village campus, right?”
“My, you know a lot about Hebrew Union College.”
“I know what’s important.”
“What do you do, Amy?” he asked, closing in on me. I was enjoying
this.

“I’m the captain of the U.S. Women’s Ping-Pong Team.”
“No kidding,” he said. “You do look familiar. Were you in The New York
Times about a month ago?”
“I think so. We just played Czechoslovakia.”
“ so happens we have a ping-pong table in the Youth Lounge
downstairs. Not
we have many youth anymore,” he said with a laugh.
“Would you like to play a game?”
“Normally, I don’t play on Shabbat,
—I’d love to.”
“Wait until the crowd thins out,” Jack said.
“Okay,” I said,” and I wandered off into the sanctuary. It must have
been a hundred years old. It had stained glass windows and new theater
chairs, and above the Holy Ark were the words, “My House Shall Be a
House of Prayer for All Peoples.” Isaiah, I guessed. I sat down in one of the
chairs and started leafing through the New Union Prayer Book.
found
me after about half an hour.
“Beautiful sanctuary, yes?” he said.
“Yes,” I said.
“Let’s play.”
We
down a magnificent staircase to the Youth Lounge. Jack
flipped on the lights. I looked around. There was a pool table, a ping-pong
table, and an old-fashioned record player.
Jack said, Rabbi Solomon
me that the last time a youth group was
here was twenty years ago.”
I laughed.
found a couple of paddles and a couple of balls. We played. Jack got
more and more flustered as the game went on. By the end of the game, he
had lost all of his debonair style. I beat him, 21-0.
“Another game?” I asked.
Uh, no thanks, I’ve really got to be getting home. It was nice meeting
you, Emily,” Jack said.
“Amy.”
Right. Can you find your way out?” And he was gone. I never make it a
practice to take it easy on anyone, and maybe that policy had just blown
something beautiful. I was very upset as I climbed the stairs.
Anatoly was waiting for me at the building’s entrance.
“What the hell are you doing here?” I asked.
“This is
the safest
of Borough Park.”
“So you want to
me home.”
He nodded.
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"I’m not even going to ask you how you knew I was here.”
“So don’t.”
We
home in silence. When we got to Jessie’s building, I said,
“Thanks, Anatoly.”
Don’t mention it,” he said.
I
him walk down the block. I stood there for a long time. Then
I went inside.
That night I had a dream that Jack played Anatoly in ping-pong and
absolutely creamed him. I was rooting for
all the way.

The next morning the whole family and I went to shul around ten
Jessie and I climbed the stairs to the women’s section, while Natan and
Shoshanah stayed downstairs with Avram. Some of the women were reading
from the prayer book, but most were gossiping except for the important
prayers. Jessie and I sat next to Jessie’s best friend, Tziporah Feigelbaum,
who was also in
twenties but only had one child.
Tziporah leaned over and whispered to me, “Amy, have I got the man
for you.”
I said, “Actually, Tzippi, I’ve got my eye on the Assistant Rabbi at the
Reform Temple in the neighborhood.”
“Reform? Amy, when will you learn to love Torah- rue Judaism?”
“Never,” I said.
Jessie said, “Tzippi, leave her alone. We grew up Reform, you know.”
“Your loss,” Tziporah said. “But I still like you, Amy. You should come
visit your sister more often.”
“I will,” I said.
Downstairs, dozens of children were running around while the men were
“
. I saw Natan look up
along
a couple of times, but he couldn’t see us
through
“ the curtain.
put
around
The rest of Shabbat was very restful. Avram, Jessie, and I sat
and
HowAfter it got dark, I suggested we celebrate Havdalah.
talked for hours.
Do you want to lead it, Amy?” Jessie said.
Please,” I said.
I held the candle in my hand and sang all the old Debbie Friedman
melodies. Jessie sang
with me. Avram looked bemused.
When it was time for the children to go to sleep, I asked Jessie if I could
them to bed and she said okay. Natan and Shoshanah snuggled up in
their beds and Natan said, “Aunt Amy, tell us a story.”
“Thousands of years ago,” I began, “
the Mishnah was
written, the chief Rabbi in Jerusalem asked God what He did all day.
“T make marriages,’ God said.
“'But, Lord,’ the Rabbi said, 'there are so many injustices in the world.
can you spend all your time making marriages?’
“‘Okay,’ God said, ‘for ten years I won’t make any marriages.’

when
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“And for ten years, the Rabbi was besieged by complaints by newly
married couples who said, 'I don’t like him,’ 'She drives me crazy,’ etc., etc.
“And the Rabbi said, 'Okay, God, you’re right, go ahead and make
marriages.’
“And God smiled.”
“That’s a nice story, Aunt Amy,” Natan said.
“Sing us a song, Aunt Amy,” Shoshanah said.
I sang them Debbie Friedman’s “Lullaby,” and “The Angel’s Blessing.”
By the time I was finished they were both asleep. I got up from Shoshanah’s
bed and turned to see Avram and Jessie looking at me, smiling.
“You’re wonderful with kids,” Jessie said. “You really should get
married.”
“And raise them Reform, right?” Avram said.
“Avram, don’t start,” Jessie said. “Shabbos is just over.”
“You’re right,” Avram said. “Amy, no matter what you believe, you’re
always welcome here.”
“Thanks, brother-in-law,” I said.
Pretty shortly after that Avram and Jessie went into their bedroom,
closing the door behind them.
I woke up the next morning at ten AM. I stumbled out of my bedroom.
Natan and Shoshanah were playing on the floor of the living room. Avram
was reading the Algemeiner Zhurnal, and Jessie was reading the Sunday New
York Times.
“Good morning, sleepyhead,” Avram said.
“She always needed a
of sleep, even as a child,” Jessie said.
“Coffee, I need coffee,” I said.
Regular or decaf?” Jessie asked.
“Very funny,” I said.
I took a long shower and blew dry my hair. I did
put my yarmulke
back on when I finished.
I came out of my bedroom. It was noon.
“Why doesn’t Aunt Amy have her yarmulke on?” Natan asked.
I told you, sweetheart, Aunt Amy is crazy,” Jessie said.
“Right,” Natan said.
I went to the Jewish Community Center at two. Anatoly was waiting for
me. We played three games. The scores were 21-11, 21-14, 21-16. Anatoly
looked pleased.
“I’ll walk you home,” he said.
“Fine,” I said.
On the way
I asked him, “So, Anatoly, what do you do?”
“I’m in the diamond trade, like everyone else,” he said. “But I’m on a
mental illness leave.”
I understand,” I said.
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“You do?” he said.
“I have a brother who’s bipolar.”
“I’m depressed.”
“That makes you unipolar.”
“Whatever,” he said.
When we got to Jessie’s building, Anatoly said, “Amy, thanks for not
wearing your yarmulke.”
“Don’ mention it,” I said.
And I took the keys Jessie had
me and let myself into the building.
On Monday I called Temple Beth El. A nice woman answered.
“May I please speak to Rabbi Marcus?” I asked.
“Sure,” she said. “One minute.”
There was a long pause, and then she came back on the line.
“Who’s calling?”
“Amy Cooper.”
“One minute.”
She came on the line a second later and said, “I’m sorry, but Rabbi
Marcus isn’t in. Can I take your number?”
I gave it to her. I hung up. I felt like crawling into a hole.
Anatoly and I played every day that week. He was getting better and
better. When I showed up on Thursday, there was a whole crowd of
Orthodox Jews around the ping-pong table. Anatoly triumphantly
announced, “I’m going to beat you today.”
“Oh yeah?” I said.
The first game I beat him 21-18. The second game I beat him 24-22.
Then we began the third game. Anatoly was psyched. He sliced the ball all
over the table. I was ahead, 21-20, and Anatoly won the point. We kept tying
each other, as the score mounted. 42-42, 70-70, 85-85. I was
pleased.
Anatoly and I were both
heavily.
of us said a word. I was
not going to let a T’fillin-slinging fanatic whose brain was still stuck in the
17th century beat me.
Finally, the score was 100-100. Anatoly won the point. With a crazed
look in his eye, he got ready for my serve. He slammed the ball back to my
side and I missed it. Anatoly won, 102-100. All the Orthodox Jews in the
crowd cheered. I
what my sister Jessie had said. I graciously
bowed and said congratulations, in Hebrew, Yiddish and English even
though I wanted to strangle the mamzer. The crowd cheered some more,
then thinned out.
When we were all alone, Anatoly said, “Can I walk you
Amy?”
“Sure,” I said. I was feeling strange.
I let myself into Jessie’s building and Anatoly followed me upstairs. We
got to Jessie’s apartment door and looked at each other for an awkward
moment.
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“Listen, Amy...” Anatoly said.
“You don’t have to say anything,” I said.
I put my hands on his shoulders and kissed him. For a second he kissed
me back. Then he pulled away and said, “Amy, this is a sin.”
I know,” I said.
Anatoly fled down the stairs, shouting, It’s a sin, it’s a sin, it’s a sin.”
He ran
of the building.
I said, to no one in
But it’s a good sin.” Then I let myself
into Jessie’s apartment.
night I had a dream
and I were playing ping-pong on a
deserted subway train. The car was careening through the
and the ball
was going everywhere. I felt quite embarrassed. When I woke up, I felt even
more so
Jack was the one for me.

The next night was Shabbat. Avram, Jessie, and the whole family had a
great dinner. Jessie gave me my own candle to light. After dinner, I took a
shower and put my yarmulke on. I walked over to Temple Beth El. The
Head Rabbi came out, but there was no sign of Jack. I was deeply
disappointed.
When services were over, I
outside. Anatoly was waiting for me.
“Hello,
” I said.
“Take
stupid yarmulke off,” he said.
“Yes,” I said meekly, and
the yarmulke in the pocket of my denim
skirt.
Anatoly looked terrible. His hat was sliding off; his shoes weren’t tied.
“What’s the matter, Anatoly?”
“My wife left me because she heard I was spending a lot of time with a
Reform Jewish goil,” he said, looking down at the ground.
“I’m sorry.”
“I wish HaShem would just stop this stupid world for
hours
and let me get off,” Anatoly said.
We
walking toward Jessie’s apartment. I dared myself and took
myself up on my dare. I slipped my hand inside Anatoly’s. He twitched, but
otherwise didn’t do
“Sex is a double mitzveh on Shabbos,” I said.
Anatoly didn’t say anything,
he didn’t let go of my
either.
So that’s the story I wrote. If the truth be known, it makes New York
City look better than it
is. I didn’t meet the nice Jewish guy Mom had
wished me to, and I got mugged at knifepoint at a subway station close to
Jocelyn’s home. After that, I said, “Dayenu!” I flew back to O’Hare and took
a cab right to Highland Park. I was surprised at how much I had missed
Mom and Dad. When I walked inside their house, Mom and I both cried,
and Dad stood
smiling and looking embarrassed. I spent a week in
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the room of my childhood, typing up the story, but then I took the train
back to my apartment in the Lincoln Park section of Chicago, because
o was my
home now, and I wasn’t a suburban girl any more

real
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Mitchell Metz

Diplomat This
Africa, you are stupid country!
North Dakota is smarter
than you. You got a ton
of natural resources. You’re abundant!
So what’s the problem? Do you enjoy
being all poor and needy? UNICEF?

Even your dust
floats around the world,
and wrecks everything,
g to National Geographic.
Examples: coral reefs and satellites.

Your dust is red. China’s dust
is yellow and fucks things up, too.
But China is tough & Communist
& annoying. Not to mention rice.
You are just stupid.
I know the names
of most of your capitals. You don’t even know
the names of my cats. Mogadishu!
Yamoussoukro! Nice names, if you got marbles
in your mouth. More people should learn your capitals.
Then we could help you

rename them. Hey, Egypt and all you Arab guys?
You should secede. I’d be embarrassed
to live in Africa. South Africa’s OK,
I guess. I know a lady at the Y
from Capetown. She has a cool accent.
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One Nation Under Dog
Underdogs don’t even need to win
to establish a competitive identity.
I hate that. They can just try hard,
and we love them for it. Unless
they’re all underdoggy to sin.
Like if they’re bad inside and try real, real hard
then kill somebody.
Who pats them on the back
for losing that game?
Even worse are underdog
victories. Gimme Goliath
in 1,500 B.C., the Colts

in ’69. Sanctified
sucks. It’s so theatrical.
Bad to the bone
is more true
less dramatic
except in the case of Richard
III & I
lot
li
all
ance comp cates of
it. Nor am I sympathetic to man
atees.
They just bob
in rivers
like aquatic spe
edbumps and get propellor’d all to hell,
then expect activists to whine about it.
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Which is not to say recreational Floridians
tug at my heartstrings. Them and their big
old boats, their stupid voting machines. What
ever happened to shuffleboard? Underdog v.
Underdog can get
Gordian.
Underdogs don’t even need to win
to become president, or lose
to.

It’s all about our boats. Al Gore
was a manatee and we thought: vroooooom!
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Ron L. Cooper

Refrigeration
Elmo believed that for three nights running someone had been in his
kitchen at two in the morning. “Sounds like they’re making a sandwich,” he
said to Shirley.
“Why don’t you just go and look instead of keep waking me up?”
“You don’t hear it?”
“Do this again tomorrow night and, by God, I’ll
you.”
At six A.M. Elmo stood over Shirley with a loaf of bread. “How many
slices were in here yesterday?”
“I don’t count bread slices.” Shirley lifted her head from the pillow and
squinted at the clock. “What time is it? You know I don’t get up on
Saturday.”
“Six. I think eleven were in here.”
“So you ate five.”
“No, six o’clock, and I didn’t eat none. There’s nine slices now. And
some mayonnaise’s been eat.”
Shirley took a bath at nine A.M. and heard Elmo on the bedroom
telephone. “Who you talking to? Elmo, answer me.”
Hair turbaned in a towel, she came out of the tub to find Elmo curled
on the bed
the telephone beside him and Shirley’s address book in his
lap.
“You’ve been in my pocketbook? Who you calling?”
“Joe. Pam and Dale. Colby. Your mama. Everybody.”
“My mama?”
“They all coming over. Them and some others. We’re going to get to the
bottom of this.”

At eleven thirty Elmo ordered two Big Boss-size chicken tubs, two
quarts of cole slaw, a
pan of macaroni and cheese, a pie pan of banana
pudding, and, remembering that Pam was on a bread diet, two extra biscuits
from Cappy’s Yard Bird Barn. For the free drink he selected a Diet Dr.
Pepper.
“Who
Elmo?” Cappy asked.
“Nobody. We just got some people coming over.”
“I figured you’d be out fishing. Them rock fish is running good.” Cappy
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rolled an unlit Swisher Sweet from the right to the left side of his mouth as
he dipped the banana pudding.
“I ain’t got time for fishing. Somebody’s been slipping into my house in
the middle of the night, and I aim to find
who. It’s one of them what’s
over today.”
“And feeding them’ll catch them, like fish?”
“I’m
feeding them.” Elmo gave the pickled egg jar a quick
quarter spin. “That’s the beatingest thing, how the jar goes and stops and
then the eggs move, ain’t it?”
Elmo watched Pam chew her fourth biscuit. Maybe she eats up all the
bread at her house then sneaks down the
for his. But
about the
mayonnaise? Maybe she’s on a
food diet. Salt is white. Had she salted
her biscuit?
“What’s the occasion here, Elmo?” his cousin Joe asked. “You ain’t back
in Amway, are you?”
“It’s crazier than that,” Shirley said. “I never did like Cappy’s cole slaw.
Too much pickle. Tell them why you invited them, Sherlock.”
Elmo searched his banana pudding for end pieces that might have the
little black stem left in. “You look kind of tired, Joe. Sleeping well?”
“You know I’m sleeping on Mama’s couch.” Joe pulled the skin off a
thigh and dropped the rest back into the tub. Did Corrine say something to
you? You tell her them’s my tools and I got every right to go into my garage
to get them.”
“Corrine sure is pretty,” Shirley’s mama said. “Shirley, ain’t she the one
that give me that sty medicine? It worked good.”
“I ain’t seen her since she kicked you out, Joe,” Elmo said. “Your mama
cook for you?”
“Kicked me out? Is that what she said?”
“I like his cole slaw,” Shirley’s half-sister Sue Jean said. “His chicken’s
high, though.”
“In so many words, Joe.” Elmo pushed his paper plate away and wiped
his hands along the
of his dungarees. But I’ll tell you what’s high,
Sue Jean. Light bread. A sandwich is about the highest price thing you can
eat these days, ain’t it, Sue Jean?”
“Jesus Christ.” Shirley lit one of Elmo’s cigarettes and clanked shut his
Zippo with the fish he had etched with a nail set and claw hammer. (He had
nine others just like it. “Flea market people just don’t appreciate art,” he had
said. “Some of them couldn’t even
it’s a bass. Look at its mouth. See?”)
“Don’t say a word, Mama,” Shirley said.
“ ain’t none of my business,” Shirley’s mama said, “if you
to kill
yourself like Talmadge did.”
“Carlisle,” Shirley said. “Talmadge was Sue Jean’s daddy.”
Shirley’s mama put on the glasses
hung on an acorn-bead necklace
that she had made as an assistant teacher for vacation Bible school the year
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before, looked into the chicken tub, and pulled out several pieces. "Ain’t no
gizzards in here? I love a gizzard.”
“You ever had a gizzard sandwich
a little mayonnaise?” Elmo asked.
“ hits the spot
two in the morning.”
“For God’s sake, Elmo,” Shirley said.
“I can’t eat after sundown,” Shirley’s mama said. “You know I got that
high hernia.”
Colby wiped a dab of banana pudding from his
gold—
silver,
he had often corrected—flexible watchband with the tail of his Molly Hatchet
tee shirt. “He ain’t dying again, is
Shirley? You weren’t here for that one,
Joe. Elmo called us all to the church one evening and read us a little speech
he wrote, saying he was dying and he knew we knew all about it
kept it
from him so he wouldn’t get to live it up his last three months of life.”
“Was it the bowel cancer?” Shirley’s mama asked.
“ was nothing, Mama,” Shirley said.
“Mildred Chinners had the bowel cancer,” Shirley’s mama said. “All eat
up with it.”
Elmo poured Crown Royal into his diet Dr. Pepper. “That kitchen door’s
been sticking. I like to never got it opened yesterday. You know anything
about unsticking doors, Colby?”
“He put
doorbell on mine,” Pam said. “The one
rings T Am
Bound for the Promised Land.’ I love
hymn.”
Pam’s husband Dale slammed his fork to his plate. Flecks of cole slaw
popped up and stuck to his orange banlon shirt. “No hell no. He weather
stripped the front window. Any dumb ass can do that. I put in that doorbell.
It takes wiring.”
“Then you unstick the door,” Pam said.
“The door ain’t stuck,” Shirley said.
“For somebody,” Elmo said, “it seems like it’s always open.”

“I hope you’re happy,” Shirley said as she wiped the kitchen countertop.
“They all mad at you now and won’t be back anytime soon. That lock’s
useless. ”
“I don’t want them back. And
been mad at me before.” He put a
screw into the hinge that he had bent around the corner of the refrigerator
door. He turned on the cordless drill. Crack!
“Now you broke the damn refrigerator!” Shirley put her elbows on the
countertop and rested her chin on her fists. “And you still haven’t solved
your, whatever it is, mystery.”
It’s just a crack, and it still closes.” Elmo inserted the padlock. “And
locks.”

Elmo awoke on the kitchen floor with a flashlight in his lap and an
unloaded Remington twelve gauge beside him. His back hurt. Shirley sat on
a stool eating a sandwich. The clock on the oven said 2:20 A.M.
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“What kind of sandwich is that?”
“Chicken, left over.”
“Mayonnaise? You don’t like mayonnaise.”
“Maybe I have to learn to.”
A claw hammer
on the countertop by Shirley. The hinge and lock
hung from the side of the refrigerator, and the door was bent and could not
close.
“No, you don’t have to,” Elmo said, and his chin began to tremble. He
cried. He
his face in his hands and his chest bounced. He
his arms
straight up into the air and made a chirping sound
deepened and
stretched into a long wail of a single round syllable that slowed to a low hum.
Shirley bent down and helped him to his feet.
They went to bed and fell into cool, wordless lovemaking. When
were done, Elmo lay on top of Shirley
his eyes in the hollow of her
neck.
“They’re just
” he said.
“Yes, honey.”
“I ought to
worry
it.”
“You ought not.”
“Them people who came over for chicken, I love them all.”
“You don’t have to go that far.”
“You
we could get them back over here next Saturday?”
“No. They need to cool off.”
“You think what’s in the Frigidaire
be ruined by in the morning?”
“Yes.”
“We need to go to Sears and get a new one.”
“We do.”
“You got to keep things cool, preserved.”
“Yes. Cool. Preserved.”
Elmo rolled over onto his pillow. The bed was
he felt as if he
were moving, like a pickled egg, in a dark and
current, sinking to a
rest, until the next spin.
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Anis Shivani

Labor of Love
After Robert Hayden’s “Those Winter Sundays”
Nameless Henry, father figure of the violent crutches,
digs
morning at seven under the fighting house.
Discovers anonymous bees. Quarrels with summery swamp.
Father, you hurt your knuckles scraping off the new me.

The house came wrapped in tinfoil in forty-four.
In it was my mother, a glass figure of gigantic doors.
She pestered him
the sun fell
of orbit,
and the animals of the night climbed on our chairs.
Henry washes off whatever is on his chin, mocking him.
Look at the nape of his neck, and discover markings
set him up as the man thinned by self-abuse
of the kind worshipful letters by sons
apart.

mother, and me. A
of first names askew.
In the heat of the house before he cleans it is the moon.
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Anis Shivani

India Conquers America
Dharma is everywhere These words and others float
in the crumbling pipe work in the White House and men
hatless and behind in their bills worship the
value
they’ve been taught to love Patience More patience
Some mistake it with karma Is dharma action?
How about sanctions on bee-killers? Make the trail to
Utah, genocidal and unjustified, a wasteland again
so that no man may know what it is to come to
a dead end Planet
is a dead end The itch
on the sadhu’s forehead suggests impotence as he
sits doling out home remedies to desperate housewives
American men now love women taken down a notch
by profusion of anti-cosmetics American women now
horseradishes in their little plots of land Everyone
has a private garden a meditation hour time to play
and even if this means the decline of productivity to
before Great War times, even if this means that bill
collectors and paymasters harmonize in rhapsodies
that have nothing to do with national unity, still
all the mermaids talking up Plath have been silenced
This land is ours again Wisconsin dairy farmers thrive
When in Sicily now a rural Italian dreams of America
he knows it is a stab wound freshly cleaned and swiped
Equal distribution of land is next Plenty of food
for thought, time trickling down in measured jots
At the unemployment office the banter smells of doubt
as it should, the
of self having been finished
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An Interview With Lewis Nordan
All of us here at the Yalobusha Review, as well as many of the writers that come
through here, are crazy about your work. In fact, it seems that anyone who has
read your work has become a huge fan. With that in mind, we are always baffled
by the fact that you are not more widely known by "non-writers.” Do you think
there arc aspects ofyour work that speak first and foremost to other “writers"? Or
is it something else? In other words, we’d like to know why in the world you aren't
more famous than you already are.
There are nice compliments woven through your question. Thank you. The
truth is, though, I can’ afford to ask myself the question. I can acknowledge
the truth behind the
—that I don’t sell as many books as I’d like—
the
I start focusing on the whys and wherefores of fame or
fortune, the sooner I am apt to lose this precious gift I have been given. I
won’t be falsely modest and pretend I don’t love this gift or that it is trivial. I
know the value of my work and to spend even an hour trying to figure out
why some others don’t value it as I do is to risk losing it altogether. This is
not mere superstition, I
another was of saying thank you to
whatever gods there may be for blessing me with what I have been given.
When I first
to write I prayed this prayer: "make me a great writer.” I
am glad I prayed for that and
for a wide audience.

Was there a certain point in your career that you felt as ifyou had hit your
stride? If not that, a certain moment in which you turned an important
corner, or perhaps began to see the whole thing differently?
When I wrote Wolf Whistle, I knew I had been to the
That book
poured out of me in six weeks. Every day was exhausting and fun. When I sat
down each morning I had no idea what I would write about, and then every
day I felt transported. I understood what it all meant then.

Although nearly all ofyour fiction takes place in the South, you have been living
up North for some time now. Is this just a matter ofpracticality, or is there
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Katherine Fields
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something behind this? What advantages do you find in writing about the
South from way up there in Pennsylvania?

I moved to
in 1983 because I got a
job here. I knew
nothing about the place,
immediately I knew I had found a home. I love
the place. So it was both a matter of practical need for a
and a heartfelt
connection
brought me here and kept me here. Incidental to those
things I somehow became more “southern" than ever while living here. I’m
not sure why or how this is true, only
I feel more clearly in touch with
my southern roots and memories than anywhere else I’ve ever lived. This has
been a surprising and
boon to my work.
Much ofyour fiction seems to have a strong autobiographical flair to it.
However, you recently published a memoir entitled Boy With Loaded Gun. How
would you describe those different urges: writing autobiographical fiction versus
autobiographical fact? In other words, what was it about your life, not found
in the pages ofyour fictions, that you felt the need to express in memoir? What
does the memoir genre allow you to do that your fiction did not?
Something about the voice of my fiction leads people to imagine that those
things that happened to my characters happened to me. The truth is, my
fiction is autobiographical only in the broadest sense. I was a little southern
boy at one time, I had a step-dad who was a house painter, etc.
I did
none of the things my characters did. I heard about them or read them in
newspapers or made them up. The memoir is much closer to what happened
to
though even there I have taken some liberties, as a teller of tall tales is
likely to do.

Some ofyour most powerful works such as Wolf Whistle and Music of the
Swamp deal in some way with the murder of Emmett
Has there been any
response to your work since the recent re-opening of this case? How did the news
of this affect you ?

It’s easy to mistake my work on the novel with my personal feelings about
the incident. To me they seem quite separate. I’m happy to see this dark
chapter of our history back in the light,
I have
been consulted by
anyone, as is appropriate. My work is a work of the imagination, and to
mistake it for sociological is, though easy to do,
really relevant to my
connection with it.

All of the editors here at the Yalobusha Review hold a special regard for Music
of the Swamp. We feel very much that this book changed our lives. Now that
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we've got your ear, we'd like to know at what point during the writing of this
book did the "OWLS" section materialize for you? Had you planned all along
for the book to turn on its ear at the end, or did it come to you closer to the end of
the work?

I wish I could take more credit for the
the book works, but honestly I
was
the one who saw how the structure of the book came together. My
editor, Shannon Ravenel, took a group of stories
I sent her and
understood
they were a book,
a structure and a real ending. I wrote
the stories and I take credit for that, but without a
editor I never
have seen how they fit together.
Working at the University of Pittsburgh, you've no doubt become well acquainted
with the relationship between academia and creative writing. We are all in an
MPA program right now with dreams ofpublishing and teaching success. Are we
fools? How do you think the "writer" in America has changed since the
proliferation of MPA programs? What advice would you give to those planning
to mix writing and academia ?
My experience
writing school is that I could not have become a writer
without my involvement
the University of Arkansas writing program. It
gave me hard criticism and
support and taught me to read like a
writer. Not everyone who tries to write, whether he or she attends writing
school or not, will publish a book. But my advice to someone
the urge
to write is to do whatever you can to give yourself a chance. A writing school
is a
start.

That being said, what is that makes you feel the best about the writing process?
Is it the thought, the product, the publication ? When all is said and done, what
moments are you most proud of or surprised by? What is the heart of the thing?

Yikes. This is a question
asks to choose your favorite child. Every step of
the process is different and worthy of love on its own. I love
moment
when I find the first sentence. I love those times when I make myself laugh
or cry. When Hydro died in Sharpshooter Blues I didn’t expect it at all. I was
devastated and came downstairs. My wife immediately knew something was
wrong. She held me and asked what was happened. I said, “Hydro died.”
She said, “Oh baby.”
Finally, we would like to thank you so much for your time and effort. This has
been a real thrill for us. And so the last question we would like to pose to you is
this: If the editors of the Yalobusha Review were to all get OWLS tattoos, would
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you come down here and get one with us? If not, could we maybe get a picture
with you and our new tattoos? Hell, we figured we might as well give it a shot.

Hmm. I like it. I think I like this idea.
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Taylor Polk

Down the Hallway of a Leaf
“Locusts are climbing down into the dark green crevices / Of my
childhood.”
James Wright’s “Twilights”

1.
My brother and I came upon a white tail doe.
It must have hit a car
or been wounded by an arrow.
Either way, she
across.
Her hooves on asphalt unfolded a hindquarter
awkward as a machine.

I slowed to watch her lean ribs and dark eyes,
each indifferent as glazed stone.
I had never before been so glad
to be alone.
2.
Once with a tire iron I knelt,
struggling against a
lug nut
and on a highway amid fallow fields.
A chicken pitched from the
of a passing eighteen-wheeler
and rolled a stunned swagger,
its wings half-eaten by wind.

In the cab, my tired father might
as well have been chasing deer
through thickets, his
face straining in sleep.
A contractor of concrete pipe,
his life’s work is buried in the ditches
and creeks of Mississippi.
Hurrying the spare to let him rest in his
I rose a full 6 feet when finished,

bed,
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and a coyote braved the roadside,
offering feathers to the wind.
3.
One morning, road
bare,
(no stanza break)
there was a drunk languid as an eel,
up from who knows where.
He lunged a bit of hell at me,
offering his middle finger,
a piece of
bread, the inverse of beg.

I wanted to yell, and hide
before the cops come to take you downtown.
Grab your life and stash
among the leaves where the deer bed
when the Pearl River runs too high.
I made my way,
tires gripping roadside,
sure someone would call the cops,
who’d come with
palming their own sweet lives.
Since then, I’ve seen him sober selling mistletoe.
He wears an impish grin,
his lips are bent nails rusted
as bottled wine.
People are moving to Madison,
where the new,
brick Wal-Mart
matches the new overpass.

Twenty miles south,
on a bluff of the Pearl River
is my parents’ neighborhood,
a stubborn piece of glacier in a place
where mildew is something people can’t avoid,
crime is rumored to be a flood,
and the long hallway stops
before a locked door
and my sister first hears of me.

the savage trunk
of an oak fragmented the street
my parents have lived on for years,
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the city failed to send any men,
and as muddy roots wallowed in afternoon,
beautifully old neighbors
wrestled branch.
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Fred Ferraris

Curve Without a Cause
...and then I hung up the phone. A voice, one I knew too well, had
whispered, “The choice was death or waking from the dream.” It was the
voice of Lefcadio Durango, defrocked psychiatrist, brother of Jesaru. His
calling at this late hour meant
Jesaru had been arrested or murdered.
Where a malignant and clean-shaven waste brain rules a nation by terror,
death is
an outlandish consequence for speaking truth to power. My .38
caliber revolver in
I went down some steps and started along a deserted
road. I thought about the warning Lefcadio might have given, had he sensed
my desperation. Because any intellectual exercise is ultimately useless,
your own hangman with you.” He might have smirked
he said that. A
smirk I would describe, feebly, as the emblematic expression on the face of
kleptomania.

At last the train pulls out. No conductor is on board to tell me the names
of the stations. I have to punch my own ticket, but these days, most everyone
does. In the middle of the night, a jack booted matron searches my attaché
case. She finds nothing,
continues to hover over me, a lariat in one hand
and a coffee mill carbide in the other. I recognize her as the waitress from the
Lonesome
Saloon.
“That was another lifetime, honey. Now
I
my own oil rig, I’m
the Sweetheart of the Rodeo,“ she says. Do you remember several millennia
ago, when you and I were living together in Jesaru’s bloodstream?” Without
waiting for an answer, she continues, “But where is Jesaru now? And why is
he a threat to our permanent government of powerfill families? Could it be
that Jesaru has a secret,
he is, let’s say, a sort of spy—like James Joyce,
who knew philology and felt legends, but eschewed meanings? Picture this: a
stranger knocks at the door and Jesaru makes up his mind to kill him.”
Abruptly, she turns her attention to a passenger dressed all in buckskin, like
Wild Bill Hickok. “What do you think so far, Lefcadio?”
“You always did have a taste for vaudeville,” Lefcadio says.
The Sweetheart of the Rodeo goes on, “Naturally there are various
possible outcomes. Jesaru can kill the intruder, the intruder can kill Jesaru,
both can survive, both can be killed, neither can ...”
Sweetheart’s drone sets my mind to wandering, and I miss the end of her
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catalogue of possibilities. Then I feel her hand squeezing my knee as she
speaks these words, “...a little death.”
"
of orgasms,” I blurt out, “―
I woke him from his wet
dream, Jesaru told me
he’d just had his first orgasm in thirty years.
Thirty years is a long time to go between
”
“Too long,” Lefcadio agrees.
“In the future, we may come to
that a man can be an enemy
of other men, but never of an orgasm,” says the Sweetheart of the Rodeo.
“The future exists now,” I reply. “And Jesaru is our sustenance. . .and
also our stolen paycheck. May I take a closer look at your rope?”

Meditating thus, we arrived at a station with a high iron
Inside the
gate house, a telephone was ringing. Jesaru Durango picked it up and
whispered into the receiver, with his feeble voice, above the tumult of war, “I
am the bread and the knife.” I opened the door. His back was turned to me.
I pulled my gun and fired. He fell without a murmur. . .
...and then I hung up the phone.
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Kurtis Davidson
English 101
Dr. Robicheaux
February 13, 2004

Gun Control

In the history of the United States,

few issues

have been as controversial as the issue of gun

To this day this issue separates Americans

control.

who are liberals and conservatives.

The liberals who

are pro-choice are suddenly pro-life because they say

that people don't kill people, guns kill.people, while
the conservatives who are always pro-life are still

pro-life because they want their second amendment
right to protect their families by owning guns because
if they don't only the criminals will have guns when

they

them out of their cold dead fingers.

Gun

control must not be allowed because of liberals and
our second amendment right to defend ourselves,

when

like

father caught Gordon Foster attacking my

mother in the bed of his Ford F-150 behind Wal-Mart.

The second amendment states that "A wellregulated militia, being necessary to the security of
a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear

arms, shall not be infringed"

(U.S. Constitution).

If

you infringe me, which the second amendment says that
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you are not allowed to do, it means that you take away

my guns, and if all the honest people are infringed,

it means that only the dishonest people will have
guns, which the second amendment says that they are
So if Gordon Foster had a gun

not allowed to have.

father didn't, then Gordon Foster would have

and

mother and

finished attacking
dead.

father would be

Or if Gordon Foster being a liberal didn't have

a gun, and my father being infringed didn't have a

gun, then there might have been a knife fight, and in
knife fights both men can be killed at the same time
and not even know it.

Even my mother, who didn't do

anything wrong except for taking a ride with a liberal
in a pick-up truck, might have been killed, too.

This is what they call the slippery slope.

Slopes get

slippery when they get smooth from being used a lot

(like laws),

so if you stand at the top of a hill

(or

slope, which is like a problem), then you are going to

slide down the hill

(which is like more laws).

Finally, at the bottom of the hill, you have
in

ingement, which is giving people stars and taking

away their guns like with the Jews.

When the Nazis

(like Gordon Foster) wanted to control the Jews
my father, even though he's not a Jew),
made them wear yellow stars,

(like

first they

so people could tell they

owned guns, and then they took their guns away from

them.

Gordon Foster said that laws are good for

people, but that's because liberals want to control
you with their laws and their taxes because laws mean
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taxes and taxes mean people like him can have the
power to take away your guns and they might even think
that they can do whatever they want to with your

mother even if she doesn't want to do it.

People have to want to do things like killing

people in order for them to happen.
might want to kill somebody,

As much as a gun

it can't do it without

the help of a person like my father killing Gordon

Foster.

But this isn't the problem.

The

is

that there are bad people who want to kill people, and
the liberals think that we will stop the bad people by

taking away the guns of the good people, the law-

abiding citizens, but not of the people who don't obey
the law, like criminals, and like the liberals, who

don't obey the law to prove points against
conservatives.

the second amendment is a joke and

only the criminals have guns and the liberals, even

though they don't have them, will try to pretend they
have them.

As a result, many people will die, and not

all of them will deserve to die, like Gordon Foster.

In conclusion, the things that made this country

great are God, guts, and guns, and where would we be

without them?

Think of it this way:

If the Pilgrims

didn't have guns to fight the Indians, where would we
be?

We'd be a lot worse off than Gordon Foster,

that's for sure.
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Kelly Matthews

Weekday Morning: Brooklyn
Balloons flap a wild greeting from the shop’s open doors, their rubber skins
stretched taut

then choked. The morning commute is serious as a street-long equation;
the grownups crunch behind their wheels, disciples of diligence and
discretion,

driven by the idea that fun is a return on an investment. The kids smile pure

as primary colors from their carseats, knowing how good it feels to be shook
silly.
The teenagers

their mouths

the importance of straight

lips tucked in tight. They have learned

of looking forward.
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Kelly Matthews

The Devil’s Waters
It’s my job to keep watch on him.
says it gets harder as the year goes on,
he spreads out in warm air like pralines
on waxed paper. My fourteenth birthday
she staked my neck with a
rope.
There’s a
charm at the center in the shape of a heart;
it hangs at my throat, swells when I swallow.
says the heart is what he’ll come for.
Her voice is sure as a razor blade
snaked across a man’s face.
In the summer it rains until everything is filled up
everything else. Things you thought were buried
show up on the neighbor’s porch,
flowers sneak into one another’s beds,
Mama uses an offshoreman like a human tarp.
This is when I lose track of him.
I stand stiff as a cypress,
the water
beneath my skin is as still as it appears.
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Scott Odom

In One Corner
For James Lineberger
I wanted to write a poem in which Billy comes over
for dinner and brings his friend Jesus H. Christ and some beer.
We are doing a crab boil and it is a hot day. The sun is a too-bright
coin that burns a hole in the flawless sky.
In this poem we’d hang
in the back yard. The big pot
flame-blackened and under it an oak fire which smells sweet
but is
invisible. The flames bleached by sunlight, the logs
shifting to get comfortable and sighing.

We drink beer and watch the pot boil. Jesus is in the
back
by the berry bush talking to my wife. Their heads are together
and he’s got his arm around her shoulders. He holds his beer
by the neck and it dangles between his fingers like a caught fish.
Billy stirs the pot with a wooden spoon. Blue crabs spin up
from the bottom, flip over, and descend again into the depths.
The aroma is pungent
decay and spice. I wonder what
the hell those two are talking about. Billy’s droning on

about this checkout
at work who needs a kidney but
can’t get on the list on account of she can’t give them a clean
piss test and should he give her his pee or maybe it’s
but how his boss caught him
and what should he do—
hell if I’m listening. I mean, look at him over there.
Jesus Christ. They’re kneeling in the garden now. Either
praying or looking at the Jap catfish in the pond. Is his hand
on her tit right now? I
’t stand it. I need another

beer. I leave Billy by the fire and grab a cold one from the fridge.
I open the freezer and stand there a while letting the frosted air
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fall all around me like the breathing of angels from heaven. I
can see them out the back door and it’s like

from those illustrated bibles in a dentist’s waiting room:
An old man standing by a cooking fire, stirring a pot, bent
over and sobbing. A man in a
robe and a woman
kneeling before him, anointing his feet with oil. I swear

if you could only see it you’d think this world a holy one.
As good as the cold air feels on my sunburned skin, I gotta go.
Billy’s let the spoon fall and he’s
into the sun like a fool.
I don’t get
there soon he’ll let them crabs spoil.
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Fred Ferraris

Subfusc Safari
One morning I went down to breakfast and the time traveler, Ferdinand
Feghoot, was already at the table. Feghoot had an encyclopedic memory. He
remembered the shapes of clouds in Patagonia at dawn on the 30th of April,
2082, and could compare them with clouds
from the stacks at
Auschwitz on October 13, 1943.
“Good morning,” he said. “Letter for you. I stopped by the desk and
they handed it to me with mine.”
The letter was at my place at the
leaning against a human foot
had collected from Omaha Beach, one lovely late
day. The
foot was swelling, and the scent of fresh-hatched
was in the air—
Feghoot was
his white chicken again. I opened the letter. It had been
forwarded from Barnumville. It was dated Lonesome Lizard, Sunday:

Dear Pooch,
Surprise, surprise—we got here with a clink and a clunk, a single climb
up a line, and without any help from you. Jesaru passed out—not enough
courage, too many clocks on the train—so brought him here for 3 days break
from strain of performing like a monkey on a string. He doesn’t look good.
We arrive Hotel Gryphius tomorrow. It almost ceases to amaze me how that
bull riding girlfriend of yours keeps turning up in my saddle bag. That nasty
crease where her
ought to be— ’s like the mummy’s curse! If we
run into her again, I’m going to shoot her up
sodium pentothal, throw
her into a coma. Then I’ll get the truth
of her. Jesaru was badly
flummoxed by the incident in the station. As you should know, he’s always
had a Talibanistic approach towards meaning-production. I’m afraid he might
not pull through this time—too much discontinuity—you’re screwing with
his molecular rhythms. You could have had all the fun you wanted messing
around with his grammar, but shooting him in the back was going too far. I
know, I know: “As flies to wanton boys. . . ” etc., etc.,
that doesn’t make
you any less the sadistic bastard, my benighted friend. Contact us, soon―
Jesaru might
be as tough as you think. “All flesh is as grass,” etc., etc.,
and Jesaru’s ass is no exception.
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Traditional forms of grunting and squealing,
Lefcadio

“What day of the week is it?” I asked Feghoot.
“Thursday, I think. A local holiday. Armistice Day? Memorial Day? No,
no—Stoning of the Messenger Day! Wonderful how one loses track of the time
here in the thirteenth century.”
“Yes, we’ve been here nearly eight hundred years.”
I hope you’re
thinking of leaving Africa so soon?”
“Yes. They’re pulling me out on the afternoon troop transport.”
“What a
business. I’d hoped we’d all have a go at liberating the
Middle East again.”
“You’d like one of those tin cup tyrants to hang above your mantle,
wouldn’t you?”
“I say, I would, you know.
really, no more Texans. I don’t like
mustard on my franks.”
“I’d like to take a look at
extinct African goddess everyone’s talking
about.”
isn’t too late. Do stopover for a bit longer.”
I would, but it’s only a
of time before the Empire goes belly up.
I have to get through to Jesaru before he hears the news from someone else.
The shock would kill him,” I said. “Besides, I have to talk to my
stockbroker—he has all my capital invested in Worldwide Weapons, Inc. and
the clock on war profiteering might be running out.”
If I remember correctly,” said Feghoot, “the clock on war
never runs out.”
“Still, there’s no time to waste.”
“Oh, I do agree with you.”
After breakfast, Feghoot was summing up the future history of our
empire for a bunch of proconsuls-in-training. They were stacked up like
railroad ties in front of a branch office of World Wide Weapons, Inc., a
wholly-owned
of the Night Soil Party. A Poopy Party Pioneer
stopped by and pulled a pineapple from her plastic pouch.
The pineapple was addressed to The Pi Man. “Yeah, it’s for him,” I said.
She brought out her ticket book for Feghoot to sign and to restore the
balance of nature he gave her a couple of kidney punches, a kiss, a kick, and
then they did a fandango in 6/8 time, after which I showered her
dollars—that’s the Imperial Way. The message was in Urdu: “Your house will
be struck by lightning. Ashes, ashes, we’ll burn you down, then we’ll fuck
your sister. Don’t
you weren’t warned.”
I handed it to Feghoot.
“What does 'house’ mean?” he asked.
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“It means Mr. Big is worried about his job security.”
“Should I put on my cap and bells and affect an ironic attitude?”
“Couldn’t hurt,” I said.
Feghoot went back to his lecture. For the benefit of the neophyte
proconsuls, he was enumerating the qualities of the strong, confident, and
above all else, optimistic, Emperor Arbusto III who, as Feghoot remembered
it, would assume the Imperial Throne in the mid-Twenty First Century. “He
will be a liar, a thief, and a murderer, but, because he will also, by imperial
decree, be a divine entity, he will be incapable of error, perfect in all his
actions. Yes, he will preside over the most criminal and corrupt government
in the history of the planet,
his loyal catamites will stuff his nose
only the finest pharmaeceutical cocaine. Naturally, at his
he will be
lionized as a hero by the very same people he will have smashed into a
Third
with
started
ng capitulation.
”
“
All of a sudden I understood—
was repeating a scene from Julius
while
Caesar. But who has time to revisit the classics these days? Right at the
moment I needed to get in touch
Jesaru.
I went back to the hotel desk and asked the manager to place a long
distance call to the Hotel Gryphius. As the man was handing me the phone,
Feghoot walked in. Perhaps it is time for me to be going home to the
Twenty
Century,” he said. “About this one, I believe, I’ve remembered
quite enough.”
Feghoot fussed with his pith helmet,
at the Hotel Gryphius a
phone
ringing. I held the receiver to my ear and I kept it there as the
phone in Jesaru’s room rang and rang.
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Contributors’ Notes
Jonathan Barnes was raised in Kissimmee, FL and grew up racing and
cruising on sailboats throughout the Caribbean. He has a BA in graphic
design from University of Central Florida and is an MFA
in
ceramics at The University of Mississippi. He
ceramics in Shigaraki
Japan and is a past instructor of beginning ceramics at The University of
Mississippi

Andrew Blanchard was raised on the Mississippi Gulf Coast and currently
resides in Chicago, IL. He has a BFA from The University of
Mississippi and an MFA in printmaking from The University of Mississippi.
He worked as printer at Al Atelier, Paris France and is a past instructor of
printmaking at The University of Mississippi. His work is in national and
international collections.

Ashley Chavis, originally from Savannah, GA, currently lives in Oxford, MS.
She is a graduate of Armstrong Atlantic State University in Savannah, GA and
an MFA candidate in Ceramics at The University of Mississippi. She teaches
beginning ceramics at The University of Mississippi. Ashley’s work was
selected to the tenth annual national juried
exhibition, Craftforms 2004, in Wayne, Pennsylvania.
Virginia Rougon Chavis was born in Baton Rouge, LA and currently resides
in Oxford, MS. She is Assistant Professor of Art-Graphic Design, The
University of Mississippi. She has an MFA from Savannah College of Art and
Design. Her specialties include typography, web design, and digital
Currently,tion. She works asLutheran
a freelance designer at the regional, national and
international levels.

Mark David Cohen was born in 1956. For the first 46 years of his life, he
was affiliated with Reform Judaism, and spent many of those years studying
and practicing Judaism intensively. Then he was a Christian for five short
months, and was baptized in a
church in Wisconsin in November of
2002.
he holds to a dualistic theology, and right now, is holding
to it without anyone to share his beliefs with.
He had my first psychotic break in January of 1981. His official
diagnosis is shizoaffictive-biploar. In January of 1983, he started talcing his
medication daily and seeing a therapist weekly, and has tried hard to seem as
“unpsychotic” as possible to the outside world, no matter what demons are
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raging in his head (and they don’t rage that often).
He has been doing creative writing since ninth grade, and has been
writing fiction seriously since 1993. He wrote the first draft of Kosher
Ping-Pong” in 1997.
Reform Judaism still holds 95% of his heart, even though he no longer
believes in its theology nor practices the religion.

Ron L. Cooper is a
Carolina native whose writing has appeared mostly
in philosophical journals. He teaches at Central Florida Community College
and has just completed his first novel.
Kurtis Davidson is the penname of Kurt Jose Ayau and David Rachels, who
teach at the Virginia Military Institute in Lexington, Virginia. Their first
collaborative novel, What the Shadow Told Me, was published this spring by
Eastern Washington University Press.

Amy Evans was born in Long Beach, CA and currently resides in Oxford,
MS. She has a BFA from Maryland Institute College of Art and an MA, from
The University of Mississippi. She is a painter & a photographer, and Co
founder of
Deep South Arts Collective. Visit her website at
http://www.amycevans.com

Born on Staten Island in 1946, Fred Ferraris' poems have been published in
magazines and newspapers, as well as a chapbook, Marpa Point (Blackberry,
1976), a full-length book, Older Than Rain: Early & Recent Poems (Selva
Editions, 1997) and an anthology, Prayers for a Thousand Years
(HarperSanFrancisco, 1999). His full-length manuscript, Loose Canons was a
finalist in the 2003 National Poetry Series. He lives in Lyons, CO.
Katherine Rhodes Fields was born in Jackson, MS, raised in Clinton, MS,
and currently resides in Oxford, MS. She has a BA cum
from The
University of the South, Sewanee, TN, Environmental
studies, The
Glasgow School of Art, Glasgow, Scotland, and is an MFA
with
emphasis in Printmaking at The University of Mississippi. She teaches
printmaking and photography at The University of Mississippi. She is the
recipient of the Graduate School Achievement Award for MFA at The
University of Mississippi in 2004.
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Formerly a lawyer, hospice director and massage therapist, Maria Fire lives
in Asheville, NC with her husband of 30 years. Her poetry has appeared or is
in Poet Lore, M
ain Street Rag, Western Northsight
Carol
ina Woman, but
ming north
watched
attracted
dramatically
The Raleigh
News & Observer and others.
that
mocki

Indian

Fort
Bowling
Mark Jenkins recently completed his MFA at
Green State
University. His poetry has appeared in Faultline, G W Review, Sycamore
Review, and is forthcoming in Chaffin Journal.
Duncan Kemp is an MFA candidate at Louisiana State University. He lives in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana with Scout, his Australian Shepherd. Duncan is
currently writing his first novel, “Lubbers”, which he hopes to complete
some time before the imminent demise of his bachelorhood.

Michael Martone was born in
Wayne,
and grew up there on
the city’s
side in a new development called North Highlands. The
subdivision’s appellation was more or less accurate. Upon the relative flat
river bottomland on which the city grew, its northern edge did encompass a
slight rise in elevation, a matter of a couple of dozen feet. This was enough
of a difference to make North Highlands attractive to the builders of the
city’s television stations who situated their studios and broadcast towers in
neighborhood. Fort Wayne was the last metropolitan market in the
county to join the television networks, constructing the affiliates of NBC,
CBS, and ABC late in 1959. Martone remembers being taken as a child out
State Boulevard to the field where WKJG, the NBC property, was mounting
its tower. The building of the first and tallest of the towers
huge
crowds of people who
for hours as the tubular lattice pieces were
raised up and bolted into place. As Fort Wayne’s citizens had nothing to
watch yet on their new televisions, they went out to watch from a nearby
safe distance, the progress toward the day staying home would be interesting.
Martone was present and remembers the famous stunt the high ironworkers
pulled on the gawkers below. He saw what appeared to be a body tumble
from the top of the almost completed tower and plummet
to the
ground. The crowd was in shock and pressed toward the
of the accident
only to discover the disfigured remains of a mannequin being mourned by a
ng ground attempt
crew. Whenwhite
the station at last went on the air it broadcast
blinking
film of the diving body several times a day to fill the slots reserved for
commercials not yet sold. Martone watched the body, a fuzzy shadow,
cartwheel through the
sky. It looked as if the tumbling body made
attempt after
to grab a rung on the power paralleling its line of
descent. People were filmed running to the point of impact. These were the
first images he saw televised. Martone grew up in the shadows of the
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towers, their guy wires arriving from above to be anchored into huge blocks
of concrete parked in his neighbors’ back yards. Martone made his first
appearance on a TV a few years later. Having entered and won a contest on
autumn, writing an essay extolling the virtues of apples (Johnny Appleseed is
buried in Fort Wayne), Martone appeared with the winners from other age
groups on a locally produced show airing near Halloween. was then he
discovered the technical methods used to tell stories on television. He was
filmed with the other children trick-or-treating at a house near the station.
Pretend you are trick-or-treating, they were told by Wayne R hkeb, the
show’s host and the station’s farm reporter. The lady, who opened the door,
invited them all inside where they had cookies. Later, when Martone watched
himself on TV, he saw the group approaching the house, and when they
disappeared through the door, they appeared again in a kitchen and living
room built inside the studio. Martone had been filmed there a few days
before the trick-or-treating he remembered. He read his essay, listened to the
other children read their essays, and then they all bobbed for apples beneath
blazing studio lights. He had wondered why they were
to wear costumes
there, and now he understood. On the show the studio was the inside of the
house they were going into even though the inside of the house they did go
into was very different. It had been very dark and no one read his or her
essays there. Growing up near the television towers meant
Martone often
took part in their productions
as a member of the studio audiences of
the children’s after school cartoon shows. There was a Bozo franchise he
went to several times and the clown looked so different in color. Engineer
John of the Engineer John Show came into your home each afternoon
piloting a big steam locomotive, hauling a cargo of old
Tunes and
toys. Engineer John was John Seymour, an actual engineer at the station who
had been pressed into service when
needed someone to introduce the
cartoons. One whole year, Martone collected bottle caps from Pepsi bottles
for a television show. The caps were to be the currency used in an on air
auction another station produced. Hundreds of children crowded into the
studio with their bags of bottle caps to bid on merchandise provided by area
merchants. The local bottles sponsored the show, making the scavenging of
their bottle caps a lucrative incentive to the marketing of their bottles.
Martone felt fortunate that his grandfather was a loyal consumer of the
product, drinking the cola
a few salted peanuts dropped in the bottom
of the bottle. The
station where he worked had a dispensing machine
as well and Martone retrieved the caps from it. In the end Martone had
barely enough caps to even make an opening bid. Other children came to the
studio wheeling garbage cans and cardboard dish barrels filled
the caps.
Martone sat there silent, picking the cork lining out of the cap
his
fingernail, while the bidding bounced around the studio. And a few months
later, Martone was in the studio audience of another children’s show showing
cartoons. He got to sit behind cardboard cutouts of Quick Draw McGraw.
All were given school bells to ring when
recognized the character the
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host, a man dressed as Quick Draw McGraw, was drawing. To Martone it
looked like a duck. So he
the bell and guessed it was Donald Duck. It
wasn’t Donald Duck so he rang again and asked if it was Daffy Duck. The
host continued to draw. It wasn’t Daffy Duck either. The host continued to
draw
that looked like a duck. Martone could
think of any
other duck characters except the relatives of Donald Duck so he tried all of
them. Huey, Dewey, Louie, etc. Martone rang the school bell for each, and
every time he was told he was incorrect. In the end the character the host
was drawing was Pogo. A duck, Martone thought, he had never seen before.
Martone was very disappointed he hadn’t guessed
but that was also
the show where he saw the first Yogi Bear cartoon ever broadcast. He
it on the television in the television studio. Martone has been on
television many times since those times in his childhood. When he is in Fort
Wayne he sometimes talks a few minutes with Dick Florea who does a public
service spot at noon. Martone tells Florea about his current book, they are
always set in Fort Wayne. And now when he talks with his mother by phone
she often says, “You were on TV again.” She has seen
son on the public
access channel, a tape of a reading he did at the Fort Wayne campus of
Indiana University/Purdue University. Martoen has found they run the tape
often. He likes thinking that his tiny televised
is so constantly
projected into the homes of his hometown. He also likes to think about
those various broadcast images of himself, here ringing a bell or here
for apples, radiating outward from the planet since pretty near the inception
of such radiation, a kind of immortality, he guesses. Martone remembers the
lights of that
on the campus and the lights of the other times he has
been in front of a camera and how the lights that made it possible for him to
be seen also made it impossible to see.

Kelly Matthews lives and teaches in Brooklyn.

Mithcell Metz graduated from Brown University, where he played football
and wrote bad poetry. The football earned him All-Ivy recognition. The bad
poetry, meanwhile, earned him the amorous attentions of female
undergraduates with poor taste. Now he’s bald his degree
and
football just a morning ache in his shoulder. But his writing is getting better.
But his writing is getting better. His work has appeared widely, including
such venues as Southern Poetry Review, Potpourri, Poet Lore, and the
Underwood Review.
Taylor Polk is an instructor of English at Hinds Community College. He received
his M.A. in English from Mississippi State University. He has published poems in The
Southern Humanities Review and Yemassee. He lives in Ridgeland, Mississippi.
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Anis Shivani’s completed collection, Treasonous Times, from which the
poems in this issue appear, seeks a publisher. Other poems from the
collection are
or have appeared recently in the Iowa Review, the
Times Literary Supplement, MARGIE, Barrow Street, LUNA, Good Foot,
Borderlands: The Texas Poetry Review, Xconnect, Birmingham Poetry Review,
Xavier Review, California Quarterly, Rosebud, Plainsongs, and other journals.
Some of these poems have been finalists in the 2004 Crab Orchard Review
Richard Peterson Prize, the Hunger Mountain Ruth Stone Poetry Prize, the
St. Louis Poetry Center Prize, and the Writers at Work poetry fellowship
competition.
Marin Sorescu (1936-1996), Romania’s Nobel Prize nominee the year of his
untimely death, was his country’s most widely celebrated and frequently
translated contemporary writer.
Bridge, poems written over the last
weeks of the poet’s life, came
from Bloodaxe Books in the U.K. in early
2004, translated by Adam J. Sorkin and Lidia Vianu, an inspired
collaboration” according to Alan Brownjohn in TLS, who spoke of the book
as “an almost unbearably poignant set of variations on the theme of suffering,
resistance and uncertainty.”

Adam J. Sorkin’s recent books include Marin Sorescu’s
Bridge
from Bloodaxe and Sorescu’s The Past Perfect of Flight, from the Romanian
Cultural Institute Publishing House in Bucharest, and also Lunacies by
Ruxandra Cesereanu (NY: Spuyten Duyvil / Meeting Eyes Bindery). Daniela
Crasnaru’s The Grand Prize and Other Stories is appearing from
Northwestern.
Lidia Vianu is a Professor of English at the University of Bucharest.
She has been Fulbright lecturer at U-Cal Berkeley and SUNY Binghamton.
Vianu’s most recent book of literary criticism is British Desperadoes at the
Turn of the Millennium (1999), and she has published three poetry
collections, most recently Very (2001).
Alex Taylor currently lives in Rosine, Kentucky. He received his B.A. in
English from Western Kentucky University in 2004. In 2003, he was selected
as
of the Allegheny Review Fiction Award. Fishing and country music
are hobbies of his, as they are for most sensible people.

David L. Tickel lives in Morrisville, PA.
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Ryan Wagner was born in Memphis, TN, and currently Resides in Oxford,
MS. He is a BFA student at The University of Mississippi, Printmaking and
Graphic Design emphasis.
Brad Watson has published two books, Last Days of the Dog-Men and The
Heaven of Mercury, both from W.W. Norton. He lives on the Alabama Gulf
Coast and is currently Grisham Writer-in-Residence at The University of
Mississippi.
Allen Wier is the
of three novels and a collection of stories. A new
novel, Cloud of Witnesses, is forthcoming from SMU Press in January, 2006.
He has received fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation, the NEA,
and the Texas Institute of Letters. A member of the Fellowship of
Writers, Wier teaches at the University of Tennessee.
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third
coast
First Prize:
$1,000 + Publication
Second Prize:
$500 + Possible Publication
Third Prize:
$100 + Possible Publication

Final Judge

John Dufresne

The 2005

Third Coast
Fiction Award

Send entries to: Open to all writers unassociated with judge or Third Coast,
Postmark deadline: May 2, 2005. Prize-winning issue: Spring
Third Coast 2005 2006. Entry fee: $18 per manuscript. Please make checks or
Fiction Contest money orders payable to Third Coast. Each fee entitles
Department of English entrant to a 1-year subscription to Third Coast (2 issues), an
extension of a current subscription, or a gift subscription.
Western Michigan Please indicate your choice and enclose a complete address
University for subscriptions. Any previously unpublished short story or
standalone novel or novella excerpt of up to 9,000 words is
Kalamazoo, MI eligible. Simultaneous submissions are permitted; if accepted
49008-5331 elsewhere, we ask that they be withdrawn from the contest
immediately. No money will be refunded. Submissions will
not be returned; send SASE for results only. All manuscripts
should be typed, double-spaced, and accompanied by a cover
letter. The author’s name should not appear anywhere on the
manuscript itself.
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a journal of poetry & prose

Featuring the 2004 winner of
the John Steinbeck Award
for the Short Story:
“Bounty”
By Mira Dusho
Past contributors include: Al Young, Adrienne Rich, Molly Giles,
Alan Ginsberg, Carolyn Kizer, Isabelle Allende,
Ursula LeGuin, and Robert Hass

Submissions accepted
August 1st through
December 1st, annually
Poetry: up to 5 poems
Fiction: up to 6,000 words
Essays: up to 6,000 words
Please include contact
information and SASE with all
submissions

John Steinbeck Award for
the Short Story:
Up to 6,000 words
with a $15 reading fee.
A first prize of $1,000 will be
awarded for the best short story,
which will be featured in Reed.
Runners-up will be consideredfor
publication
All entrants will receive a copy of Reed

To order, please send check or money order to the address below
Current issues are $8.00, back issues are $4.00
Subscriptions are also available; please contact us for further information
Reed
SJSU English Department
One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0090
www.sjsu.edu/reed
reed@email.sjsu.edu
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Arkansas Review:
A Journal of Delta Studies
publishes academic articles,

personal essays, fiction, poetry, and interviews
that evoke or respond to

the Mississippi River Delta region.

A year's subscription (three issues) costs $20.00; single issues are $7.50.
Editorial guidelines are available on the Review's website

(www.clt.astate.edu/arkreview) or from the General Editor, PO Box 1890,
State University, AR 72467. Subscriptions are available at the same address.
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cimarrón review

Subscription Rates
$24 per year ($28 outside USA)
$48 for two years ($55 outside USA)
$65 for three years ($72 outside USA)
Single Issues: $7.00 ($10.00 outside USA)

Submission Guidelines
Accepts submissions year round in Poetry, Fiction, and Non-Fiction

Simultaneous Submissions Welcome

205 Morrill Hall • Oklahoma State University •
OK 74078
cimarronreview@yahoo.com • http://cimarronreview.okstate.edu
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Fiction
Shawn Behlen • Susan Muaddi Darraj • Sarah Gerkensmeyer
• Peter Grimes • Jacqueline Keren • James Lee
Yasmina Madden • David O'Gorman • Pauline Palko
Claire Robson • J. D. Smith • Alison Umminger

Interview
Kevin Breen interviews Anthony Doerr

Five Lists ofFive
What the Helldust Happened • Gotta Have'em • Woof!
Circling the Drain • Fast Five

5ssae number 4 now available
and Fall of
Subscription (2 issues) $16
Sample Copy (current issue) $8
Back Issues $5

Great Fiction in the S
1

Each Year

year

Orchid: A Literary Review
P.O. Box 131457
Ann Arbor, Ml 48113-1457
www.orchidlit.org
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river city

POETRY, FICTION, CREATIVE NONFICTION,
AND VISUAL ART

Discover the writing life in the city that celebrates blues,
jazz, and American culture. The University of Memphis
offers an MFA with concentrations in poetry, fiction, and
creative nonfiction. Students study with a distinguished
faculty of writers and scholars.

Recent Contributors Include:

Megan Chapman
John Dufresne
Albert Goldbarth
Bathsheba Grossman
Michael Knight
Bobbie Ann Mason
Robert Morgan
Geoffrey G. O'Brien
George Singleton
Frances Sjoberg

River City
Department of English
University of Memphis
Memphis, TN 38152

www.people.memphis.edu/~rivercity
rivercity@memphis.edu

THE UNIVERSITY OF
2 issues a year
$12 subscription

MEMPHIS
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Subscribe to

THE SOUTHEAST REVIEW
GREAT FICTION,
POETRY,
INTERVIEWS,
AND THE WORLD'S BEST
SHORT SHORT STORY
CONTEST

The Southeast Review is published twice a year..
Subscriptions are $10.00 US/$13.00 foreign for one year (two issues), and
$18.00 US/$24.00 foreign for two years (four issues).

Send check or money order to:

SER, Department of English
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306

Phone: (850) 644-2773 Fax: (850) 644-0811

southeastreview@english.fsu.edu
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Core Faculty

MFA

BARRY HANNAH,

director-fiction
DAVID GALEF, administrator―fiction
BETH ANN FENNELLY, poetry
ANN FISHER-WIRTH poetry
TOM FRANKLIN fiction

in Creative Writing

at The University of Mississippi

WRITE IN OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI, the town that
Faulkner made famous. Discover the Department of Englishs M.F.A. in fiction
and poetry. Our program is highly selective, emphasizing both writing and reading.

John and Renée Grisham Programs
GRISHAM
A $60,000 package with tuition factored in.
ONE-YEAR WRITER-IN-RESIDENCE
Tom Franklin
Tim Gautreaux
Mary Hood

Randall Kenan
T R. Pearson
Janisse Ray

Mark Richard
Darcey Steinke
Brad Watson

Claude Wilkinson
Steve Yarbrough
Shay Youngblood

VISITING WRITERS SERIES
Madison Smartt Bell
Lucille Clifton
Billy Collins
Carl Hiaasen

Greg Iles
Galway Kinnell
Yusef Komunyakaa
Philip Levine

J. D. McClatchy
W. S. Merwin
Czeslaw Milosz
Robert Pinsky

Charles Simic
W. D. Snodgrass
Robert Stone
and many others

Home of The Yalobusha Review

For applications, contact:
The Graduate School, The University of Mississippi
P.O. Box 1848, University, MS 38677-1848
phone: 662-915-7474
fax: 662-915-7577
e-mail: gschool@olemiss.edu
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FAULTLIN
Journal of Art &
S Literature

Catherine Opie Untitled #3 from “Freeway" series
94
Courtesy Regen Projects

Announcing Volume 14:

CelebratIng UC IRVINE'S
40th Anniversary
Featuring photography by Catherine Opie and writing by CK Williams,
Ralph Angel, Ceclia Woloch, Emily Van Kley, Diane Lefer, and more.

Based at the University of California, Irvine, Faultline publishes new poetry,
fiction, art, translations, and essays in an annual Spring issue. The editors
are committed to
established and emerging authors from around
world. Faultline has published authors such as Thomas Keneally, Aimee
Bender, Yusef Komunyakaa, Amy Gerstler and Alice Sebold, and has been
honored with a Pushcart Prize and
O’Henry Prize.

To order your own copy send $10 to:
Faultline, Journal of Art Literature
Department of English
University of California, Irvine
Irvine, CA 92697-2650
Next Submission Period opens September 1,2005
For back issues and more information:

www.humanities.uci.edu/fau tline, or email faultline@uci.edu
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LIMESTONE
A JoURnal

of

Art and Literature

poetry <> fiction <> photography <> art

Limestone is published annually
by graduate students in the
Department of English
at the University of Kentucky.
SUBMIT
Our spring 2005 issue features authors’ and artists’
representations of silences. For our next issue, Limestone
Winter 2005-2006, we seek original poetry, fiction, and
black and white visual art expressing a response to these
historical, social, political, and personal silences. This issue
will depart from silence to celebrate the breaking of
silence—though we understand that even rebellions can
happen quietly, and we hope for a wide range of
representations and visions within this call. Submissions
must reach us by October 1, 2005.
SUBSCRIBE
Limestone 2005 is available for $6. Two-year subscriptions
(two issues) are $12; three-year subscriptions (three issues)
are $15. Back issues are available for $5 each. Please make
checks payable to Limestone and send to the address below.

Limestone
Department English
University Kentucky
1215 Patterson Office Tower
Lexington, KY 40506
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